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YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 ME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, November 21, 1946

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

Zone 3

Vol. XVI. No. 47

CIRCUIT COURT APPROVES ANNEXATION OF WEST MURRAY
MURRAY SEASON
DEPENDS UPON
TECH VICTORY

Mrs. Guthrie Dies
At Michigan Home V

Mrs. James Dale Guthrie. 26.
her home in Highland
died at
Park. Mich., last Tuesday. November 19. Her remains will arrive
in Murray tonight and will be at
the Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home until the funeral hour at 2
p.m. tomorrow. Rev. B. B. Sawyer and Rev. T. H. Mullins, Jr.,
will conduct the services to be
held at the Max Churchill Funeral
Murray State's hopes of windHome.
ing up the current grid season
Mrs. Guthrie was the daughter
with a .500 average depends in
part upon the outcome of their of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cudmore of
game with the Tennessee Tech Highland Park. James Dale GuthGolden Eagles tomorrow after- rie, her husband, is the son of Mr.
noon at Keller Field in Paducah. and Mrs. Howard Guthrie, formerly of Murray, and grandson of
The Thoroughbrsds opened up
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harrison •of
Friday
both barrels last
with
Murray.
Illinois, soundly
against Eastern
They nave one son, Robert Dale,
thumping the Panthers by the
Jr., two and one-half years old.
scare of 38-13 before a High
Pallbearers will be Lubie Veal,
School Day crowd of 4,500.
Jimmie Robinson, Billy Fair, HuMurray Hot
bert Jackson, Jr.. Fred Crawford
Murray used a very diversified and Ben Crawford.
attack in downing Eastern Illinois
Burial will be tomorrow afteras six Bteds, Tommy Walker, Rol- noon in the Murray cemetery.
lo G4lbert, Hal Munson, Winfred
Dill, Jack Wytitt, and Roland Yokum all crossed the goal lihe as
the Murray team completely outclassed the visitors.
Several minor injuries were reported but none are thought to be
serious enough to keep any of the
Bred* out of: the contests Don
Sotider, and Dale McDaniel, injured wingbacks, continue on the
disable list however.

Both Squads Are
Reported Loaded
For Annual Game
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REV. MULLINS TO
PREACH ANNUAL
SERVICE HERE

No More Injuries
The Racers will be in top shape
for the Tech tilt
After the Breda
had built up a big lead in the Illinois game, Coach Moore cleared
the bench in an effort to prevent
injuries to the first team.
The Golden Eagles from Cookeville were idle the past week-end
and they likewise will be in their
top shape of the. Wawa for Use
Murray elvish.

•

Twii Feet Backs
Coach P V Overall of Tennessee Tech will depend on his two
runners. Buster
ace
Reed and
Wardle Harvey. to provide the
:park for the Eagles. Both are
'se...tient break-away backs and
are expected to give the Murray
line and seoondary a hard time
for about two hours tomorrow
afternoon.

•

A special reserved section has
been set off to accommodate 1000
Murray students and _fans at the
Tech game
The crack 100 piece
Murray State band under the direction of Prof. Richard Farrell
will give performances go the
field before the game and during
the halftime intermission. The
kickoff is scheduled for 2 p.m.
Admission tickets for the Murray-T PT. football game, to be
played in Paducala November 22.
will be on sale at the College
business office until 11 a.m.. November 22. The price for students
will be 50 cents. A section has
been reServed for Murray College
students. There are also reserved
seat tickets on sale for the price of
$1 50.
Tickets for the Murray-Western game to be played in Bowling Green on November 28, will
be on sale in the business office
from November 24-27 i8:30 a.m.4 p.m.) Price for students is $1:
reserved seats are 81.50.

•

•

Mrs. Berry Lassiter
Claimed By Death \0

Thanksgiving Day
Program Includes
All Church Choir

The Annual Community Thanksgiving Service, sponsored by the
churches of Murray. will be held
in the First Methodist Church on
Thursday. November 28. at 10:00
a m., the Reverend Robert E. Jarman, president of the Murray
Ministerial Association; anneitinced
today
A choir made up of the choir
members of all the churches under the direction of Prof. Cecil
Bolton of the college music department.' will
render
special
MUSIC.

Rev. T. Henry Mullins. minister
of the First Methodist Church for
the past five years and recently
returned to Murray for the sixth
year, will preach the Thanksgiving sermon. The other ministers
of the city will take a definite
part in the service.
"The public is cordially invited to
be.pcen.Qt for this worship way of
giving praise and thanksgiving.
-------_

Services Today For4
Mrs. Laura Futrell
__Funeral services will be held at
11,00 _am .today for Mrs. Laura
Futrell, 77, who 'died early Wednesday morning at the home of
her stepson, Rice Futrell. Murray,
Route 2.
Death was caused by
complications following an illness
of about two weeks.
The services will be conducted
by Rev. B. W. Billington at
Scott's Grove.
Besides her stepson, she' is survived by one step-daughter, Mrs.
P. 0. Henry. Murray.
Burial will be today in Chapel
Hill cemetery neap Fulton.

WICKLIFFE GIRL
NAMED MAYFIELD
TOBACCO QUEEN

0. B. Boone AttVs
Laundry Confe ce

Grants Petition

0. B. Boone, Boone Laundry, 4.11
Maple, Murray, is one of 35 laUridryowners and managers from 22
states who attended . a one-week
laundry management conference
last week at the general headquarters at Joliet, Ill., of the American Institute of - Laundering, national
association of the
trade
laundry industry.
The
conference, second sin a
The Mayfield Tobacco Festival
series of two .is designed to bring
came to a successful end Saturleading executives of the industry
day despite a rain which threattos_ther for discussion and study
ened to dampen the colorful paof subjects including production,
rade which highlighted the Satwashing and finishing methods,
urday afternoon parade of floats.
new, fabrics, personnel and public
Miss Sylvia Lynn Johnston. relations and advertising.
Sharpe high school, and
Miss
The conference is being held in
Doyle Minter, Symsonia, attended I the Institute's school of laundry
Queen Jane Earl Johnson, pretty management art (.7.s practical opeWickliffe high school senior, who rating laundry, part of a millionwas crowned Sattirday night. Miss dollar
-proving and improving
IRA D. SMITH
Johnson was elcted queen of the ground" for the industry maintainfestival is. competition with queens ed at
Joliet by 3,500 laundry
representing nine Western Ken- members who du 80 per cent of
tucky counties. Calloway county the commercially proceed launwas represented by Miss Jacque- dry volume in the United States
line Miller of Murray.
and Canada.
10.110 Attend
Many of the estimated 10.000
A service instruction ind parts
visitors to the festival attended a
school is being held today at J.
square dance and 'Tobacco Town
T Taylor Implement Company.
drag Saturday night. Both partie,
The school is sponsored by the
were held in the Enterprise Bap
Memphis bsanch of Allis-Chalaround which the festival celster.
mers. of which G M! Malmo is
---neger. The schP W'mlitteffned
The parade began--at the high
News of the death November 10 to familiarize dealers with new
school and proceeded to the busi- of Mrs. Alfred S. Nichols. native machinery expected
for 1947, and
ness district before winding-up at of Murray. in a jeep accident near matters
dealing with general sales,
Tobacco Town.
Badsoden. Germany, was received and volume and price outlook.
Coen Drag
by friends here Sunday.
About 50 dealers will attend this
Following the parade. 12 hounds
Mrs Isikehols, overseas 14 months
participated in a coon drag Dur- on a War Department job, was kill- school.
The school will be held the ening the morning, Jay Whittemore's ed when the jeep in which she
team of horses from Viola won was riding with an . officer was tire day, time being taken for a
luncheon at
the Hotel
dining
the team pulling contest.
Miss Wrecked in a skid on a hill The
Cissy Gregg, Louisville. addressed officer, Lt. Jemes A. McIntosh. of FOOM.
The Taylor Implement Company
a group arthe Princess theatre.
Manhassot, N Y was uninjured.
was selected for the school beLuncheon was served at noon
Mrs
Nichols was the former
by the Graves coikulty Home- Miss Bernice Edwriu'da, daughter of set** it is so well equipped and
Makers and the Home 'and Garden the late Mr. and Mrs. J. A. TO- filassitise 01 the seating capacity. ,At
the building.'
Department
of
t he
Mayfield wards of Murray. and the widow
Wolnan's Club.
of Alfred S Nichols, Sr.. a native
of England who was manager of
the Paducah Electric
Company
during and after World War I.
The Nichols went from Paducah
to Jamaica, where he became
The largest number of messen- fatally ill.
Mrs. Nichols, after her husgers to the General Association of
Kentucky Baptists met at Pollard band's death, was for a time hosBaptist Church. Ashland. Ky.. last tess on a Miami to Jamaica ship
week. There were about 600 rep- and at the Arlington hotel, Hot
resentit1g every sectiori of Ken- Springs. Ark.
Survivors are a son. Alfred, Jr.„.,
tucky_ Dr George Ragland, First
Baptist Church, Lexington, Ky., a student at Yale; a sister. Mrs.
was elected- Mederator. and Dr. Margaret Sun, Hot Springs; and
brothers.
Lennis Edwards, -The nation found itself face-toRobert Humphreys and the Rev- two
erend Donald W. Wells, assistants. New York, and Kennon Edwards, face today with another crippling
soft coal walkout as the governThe
Reverend J. H. Thurman, Memphis.
The body is reportedly being re- ment girded for an attempt to punMurray, was elected Executive
Board Member for Blood River turned to the United/States. Burial ish silently-defiant Joir L. Lewis
will be in Murray after services on contempt of court charges.
Baptist Association.
Lewis. who had served notice
The Reverend Preston L. Ram- at the Methodiat-church.
'
that his contract with the governsey of the First Baptist Church
ment would be vend .last midnight.
Somerset. showed in the Sttm
let the
deadline
come and go
Mission Report, that 126 full time
without another word, although
workers of the State Mission
Federel Judge T. Alan GoldsBoard had had by far the best
borough had issued a restraining
year they had ever had. Almost
order calling on him to cancel the
25.000 Bibles were placed. 23.000
notice.
services held, and almost 3,000
More than 30,000 of Kent(icky's
peoplt received into church mem50,000 members
of the
United
bership.
Mr. arid Mrs. John PS GreenMine Workers were reported off
Dr. W. C. Boone. General sec- field, boy, November 18.
their jobs last night, hours ahead
retary
for
Kentucky
Baptists,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Buchanan,
of the midnight deadline.
stated that it had been .the great boy. November 45.
At least 114 of Kentucky's 265
et financial year fee Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Herndon,
large soft coal mines, having rail
Baptists, with a total receipts of Hazel. boy, November 17.
connections, were reported idle.
$1,783,124.80.
Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Taylor:
Meanwhile, consumers were takMurray. boy, NoVember 19.
ing steps to conserve existing coal
Mr. and Mrs. Ulis Woods, Mursupplies. Betail dealers were reray, boy, Member 19.
stricting home 'deliveries to those
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Jarman,
with less than 10 days' supply
Murray, boy, November 19. 4
MOSt industries reported fair reMr. and Mrs. D. G. Garland,
serve stocks.
tt.•ntors boy, November 12.
Ire Paducah, the Illinois Central
Mr.'and Mrs_ Lowell Key, Hazel,
System announced last night that
Hoy. November 18.
two passenger trains will be susMr. - and Mrs. Finis Barrow,
pended next Sunday morning and
Dexter, boy. November 17.
that the
ington. scheduled for the UniversiIllinois Central shops
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Tucker,
there will close after next Monty of Kentucky stadium, will 'start
Murray. girl. November 18.
day's
at 2 o'clock.
shifts
because of "work
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Giddens,
stoppages at the mines."
Henry Clay's Second Bid
Puryear. girl. November 21.
This is Henry Clay's second apMr. and Mrs. James Elkins, Benpearance
three-year-old ton, boy. November 19.
in the
Shrine Bowl affair. The gairTV'reslleced. the old East-West all-star H. E. JENKINS MOVES
game, usually held the first week TO NEW 1601tATION
Cub ,Pack No. 45 of Murray will
in December.
H. E. Jenkins, plumbing, heat- hold sits general meeting Friday
The John Heber coached squad
is one of the wistrongest in the ing and sheet metal specielist,has evening .-at 7:00 o'clock, according
state. Losing only to Covington. moved his place of business to to an announcement today by Cub
•
the only untied, undefeated team the building formerly occupied by Master Ottis Valentine,
The group will convene at the
Motor
Compapy at ,203
in the state, Henry Clay won all Cable
Woodmen Hall. corner of Main
seven of the other games on its South Fifth street.
The business will be open at and Fifth streets. All committeecard.
men, Den Chiefs, Den Mothers and
the new address today.
".11oth SqUads Strong
Pack members are urged to be
, Both_ Paris and Murray are represent.
YOUTH FELLOWSHIP GROUP
ported in top -shape for today's
WILL MEET MONDAY NIGHT
game and the Tigers hope to reNOTICE!
gain prestige 'lost last week in the
The regular monthly meeting of
Russellville scrap which ended in the Area Methodist Youth FellowOpen house for- veteTans of
a 7-7 deadlock.
ship group will be held at the World Wars I and II of Calloway
Henry Clay. having completed South Pleasant Grove Church MI County and their families will be
its „regular schedule, was called Monday evening November 25, at sponsored
by
the
American
backAnto practice upon acceptance 7:30.
Legibn and the Legion Auxiliary
of the bog, game and will be at
Ail young people .are urged 'to at,, the Woman's Clubhousf
p.m.
full Strength. for the feature.
Nov. 22. Everyone welcome.
attend.

Jacqueline Miller
Represents County
At Graves Festival

Service and Parts
Schwa.Held at
Taylor Implement

Mrs. A. S. Nichçd
Dies In Germa
In Jeep Accident

Rev. Thurman Is
Named To Board

LEWIS IGNORES
ORDER; MINERS
ARE OUT TODAY
30,000 Kentucky
Miners Quit As
Deadline Nears

!MM.'

MUrray High Accepts Bid

To Lexington Shrine Bowl

Rev J. H. Thurman conducted
funeral sereicea Monty at 1 p.m
fer Mrs. Berry Las.
Model.
Tenn . who died at her home last
Saturday. November 16 The services vsere held at the Elm Grove
Baptist church , Mrs Lasstter was
a member of the Rushing:'Creek
Baptist Church in Stewart sounty.
Tenn.
Death came after an illness of
several months and was attribuCoach Ty Holland announced
ted to cancer.
this week that Murray High has
Besides her husband. Berry Las- Accepted an invitation to play in
suer of Model, she is survived by the annual Shrine Bosrl tilt at
four daughters. Mrs. Vera Jones, Lexington on Thanksgiving nay.
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Lelia Outland. 1-1. D. PalmoTe. potentate of the
Chicago. Ill., Mrs. Eulala MeCar- Oleika
Shrine, had announced
thy, Concord, Ky, and Mrs. Oleva earlier in Teetinefon Mit Murray
Barrow, Paducah: four song, Roy would play Henry Clay High of
Lassiter. Calloway
county. Foy Lexington who accepted the bid
Lassiter, Golden Pond. Ky, !Alton last week.
Lassiter. Calloway county, and J. Paris Game Today
B
Lassiter, Chicago, fl
three
Murray's previously scheduled
brothers. Alvin Outland. Murray; game with Paris. Tenn., has been
and Walter Outland and Burnett moved up to this afternoon and
Outland:
grandchildren and the game, to be played at Paris,
three great grandchildren.
,
will start at 2 o'clock today. Both
Pallbearers were Hobert Gar- Grove Hip and Murray agreed to
land. Jame; Cohoon, Alonzo For- advance the date of the tilt ,when
est.. Thomas Hargis, Tellus Mc- Paris became eligible to particiDolma! and Jack Bailey
pate in post season playoffs and
Burial was Monday in the Elm Murray got the bowl bid.
'Grove cemetery,
The Turkey Day game- at Lek-

Grove M
'
gh Tilt
Slated For
Today
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Cub Pack 45 To
Meet Friday Ni
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CIRCUIT COURT
SETS THORNTON
TRIAL FOR 25TH

Asks Extension

Population Will
Increase To
6,000
Judge Ira D. Smith, presiding at
Calloway County circuit court yesterday, approved the city of Murray's petition for annexation of
the large area adjacent to the west
boundary
city
of the present
Appearing
the
before
limits.
court were Gedige Hart, mayor
of Murray. and Wells Overbey,
city attorney.
Overbey outlinecrthe legal steps
already taken by the city in conforming with existing- laws. Mayor Hart, representing the city,
testified that the annexation would
raise the city population from
around
4.000 to
approximately
6,000.

Ten Indictments
Are Returned By
Grand _Jury, Here .

1

The circuit court, in session for
'he November term, has set the
case or Commonwealth of KenDellon Thornton, chargtucky,
ed with wilful murder, for next
Monday. November 25. The case
of A. L. Grubbs. et al vs Helen
Dick, et al and the case of H. W.
Winchester. et al vs ,Helen Dick et
al have also been set for Monday.
The grand jury which was disThere was no opposition to the
missed last week has returned the
petition.
following indictments:
GEORGE HART
The 'area in question will come
Tass Thornton. child desertion:
into the city after. the following
Elmus Beale. violating Fair Wage
two steps have been taken:
and Hour Law t2 indictments);
Sonny Brown, carrying concealed
(1) The judgment must be reweek's Ledger and
Next
weapon; Aubrey Seay,
deadly
corded.
Times will be published on
grand larceny; Junior Pittman.
12) An ordinance dill be drawn
Wednesday, November 27. in
forgerya John B. Williams, obup by the city council at its next
order that the staff may enjoy
taining money under false premeeting, scheduled for December
a Thanksgiving at home.
tenses: Luke Lee Knight, wilful
6. bringing the area into the
All news items, locals, letmurder; Lonnie Cathey. malicious
limits of Murray. This will be
ters to the editor and other
striking; and Lonnie Cathey, asthe formal annexation.
articles to appear in the paper
sault and battery.
Mayor 'Hart has -announced that
of that date should reach the
following divorce
judgThP
the..cAy feels confident that it
-Ledger_ and Times office
ments haVe-beeti ira'n'ter'cart provide adequate' fire, police
early in the steak as possible.
Minnie Colson Rhodes vs John
and other services to the area.
Ervin Rhodes, Susie Audell King
A chart of the data concerning
insurance rates, water rates ,and
vs William King, Mose W. Dunning, Jr.. vs Elaine L. Dunning,
taxes which affect the people living in this area was run in a prePauline Dutton vs Lewis Dutton
vious issue of the Ledger and
and Della Riirti McClure vs Clarence 0. McClure.
-Times.
A survey conducted by
this paper also indicated that a
Georre Hart was appointed MasThe Murray Training School majotity of the citizens
ter Commissioner for another term
living in
or four years by Judge Ira D. Colts, coached by Johnny Under- the west end are
favor of comwood. former Murray State grid ing into the city
Smith.
mits.
luminary., will open their 1946-47
It iS believed b some Murray.
cage season tomorrow night when arts that the increase
in populathey face the unbeaten •Puriear-t* tion-will result in placing
the city
remr.,' quintet it TUr"
year.
.
in a more flvorable position to
announced induce new industry.
Underwood
Coach
the starting lineups for the PunFuneral services were cond
ed at 2:30 p.m. on Saturday. No- year game as follOws: forwards,
vember 16, for Miss Eva McDaniel. Ted Thompson and Hugh Fuqua;
87. who died Friday morning at a center, Ralph Boyd: guards. AlMurray hospital from complica- fred Lassiter and Bob Trevallian
The Murray Hatchery suffered
tions. Miss McDaniel had been ill
The opening homt• game will be
for about three weeks.
played in the Carr Health Build- an estimated $7,000 to $8.000 damShe was a member of the Mur- ing on Monday night'. November age in the fire which broke out
ray First Methodist Church. The 25, with New Concord furnishing in the basement of that business
services `were held at that church the oppositiOn.
The game was about 9:45 a.m. on Tuesday. Nowith Rev. T. H. Mullins. Jr., of- moved back one night due to con- vember 19.
Major part of the
ficiating.
flicting dates with the Murray damage, according to R. E. Kelley, operator of the besiness, was
Miss McDaniel is survived by State varsity five.
one nephew, Charles Sexton, and
The Colts have been working to a load of feed which had just
one niece, Miss Beth Sexton, both out for several weeks and accord- been received. The Murray Hatof Murray.
ing' to Coach Underwood they are chery is operated by Kelley and
his son, Sam Kelley.
Pallbearers were George Up- in top shape.
The incubators were not seriouschurch, Jack
Farmer, Vernon
ly damaged arid the hatchery reStubblefield, Sr.. J. B. Wilson. BELK-SETTLE ANNOUNC
ported that it' expects to be ready
Tom McElrath and Arthur Bell OPENING ON TUESDAY
for buirness by the regular season
Bracy.
Burial was in the Murray cemeThe big. new Belk-Settle store around the first of the year.
lery. . . _
anitountek
wilt, nlYen Ott -The -cause--of the firse wan unTuesday, November 26. The store. determined and was first noticed
located on the west side of the by Charlie Hale, Mr. Kelley was
Hart
square,. will be one of the 'largest in the basement at the time acs
cording to reports arid summoned
of. its kind in this area.
sThe store, managed by Mr. E the Murray Fire Department. KelJudge Ira D. Smith, during the F. Settle, has been 'completely re- ley reports that the damage is
covered by
currerrt term 'of circuit court, ap- modeled inside and out and will partially
insurance
pointed George Hart to the post of offer three flbors of 'merchandise. and that possibly the entire loss
Master Commissioner for CalloSettle moved to Murray ,aeveral was covered.
way county.
weeks ago from Winder. Ga., to
The appointment was for an- supervise
the
preparations for
other tePt, of four years.
opening day.

Notice!

COLTS OPEN CAGE
SEASON TOMORROW

Miss Eva McDaniel
Services Are Held

Hatchery Damaged
By Fire Tuesday

_
George
Named
As Commissioner

Services Held For
Mary Elizabeth Orr

_
Funeral
services
were
held
Tuesday, November 19, for Mary
Elizabeth Orr, 71, who died MonctaN, at the home of her brother,

MBC Will Oppose Petition
Arthur
Of Paris Radio Com anies I.
Paris Asks For
Spot Sought
Here
The long awaited Federal Communications Cornmission hearing
on application
of Murray and
Paris. Tenn., broadcasting companies ,,for permits to build radio
stations was still not set for any
definite date this week as another
Paris concern entered the picture.
New Applicant
The new applicant from the
Tennessee city. Broadcasters Associates, brings to four, the number of Paris companies who seek
to go on the air Two of these
companies seek the same
frequency. 1340 kc, which Murray
Broadcasting Company hopes to
obtailn. Tile 1340 kc channel is the
only full time frequeney available
in this area.
Paris Wants Three
With two unopposed companies
in Paris seeking rights to 710 kc
and 910 kc, cespectively, it is

probable that the eV will get at

The services,
Jackson*conducted
at Hazel.byRoute
Rev.
J. H. Thurman, were Meld at the
Oak Grove Baptist Church
She
was a member of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church.
Survivors include two brothers,
Arthur Jackson and Frank Jackson of Talmo. Ky.: and two halfbrothers, Jesse Jackson,
Flint,
Mich., and Ernest Jackson, Dearborn, Mich.
Pallbearers were Carlos Kelso,
Fred Orr, Paul Jackson. Reuben
Fletcher. Cortez
Newport and
Hoyt Jackson:
Burial was in Oak Grove cemetery.

least two stations and also, by getting the not over Murray, Paris
might ptIVibly receive permission
for three stations. In this event
Murray would be excluded from
the air on the channel it seeks.
FCC Waiting
Although it is not generally felt
here that the FCC would consider it justifiable to grant Paris
one or more stations, and exclude
Murray from the air, the possibility remains until the commission
actually holds the hearing. The SUPPER TO BE GIVEN
hearing had been set for two dif- AT DEXTER SCHOOL
ferent dates this fall but was called 'off on both occasions.
There will be a Thanksgiving
supper given
at Dexter school
Has Wire
George Overbey. president of November 28. Plates are 50c each
Murray
Broadcasting
company, and serving starts at 7:00 P
has announced that the local com- Everyone is invited.
pany has made arrangements to
provide a leased news wire from
one of the better known
news
agencies for the proposed station.
Overbey has also announced that
MAC will utilize the facilities of
the- college and will use local talEight drunks appeared before
enCto a great extent if the station City Judge, Hub Murrell this week
here is approved.
and were fined 913.85 each.

Weekly Report of
• Police Court
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PAGE TWO

A.A.A. Election
Notice

OUR DEMOCRACY—4"MA
I

1 . ., . 1, ;,. , ...,, SGIVING
fz. - .w.,;,4
- , ,;:„/.;- -

Q. D. Wilson, chairman of the if,.
Calloway
County
Agricultural
Conservation Committee. today issued a final appeal to farmers to I
attend their laical farm-program !
to be i
committeesmen elections
held November 29 throughout the
county.

HAZift, NEWS
I
Miss Marelle Orr was in Murray Friday on business.
Mr.., and Mrs. Johnie Phillips
of Murray were guissts in the
home of Mrs. John McLeod and
daughter, Miss May Nelle, Sunday afternoon.

svI

,

Subscription Rates:-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties.
fi2.00 a Year; In Kentucky. $2.50; Elsewhere, $3.00.

Mrs. Mary Skaggs of Murray
was in town Sunday afternoon' to
visit her aunt, Mrs. Feld Lamb.
who is confined at her home in
North Hazel.

NATIONAL tDITO R I At__
SSOCIATIO

Mr. and Mrs. Clete Wilson and
children of Detroit, Mich., were
in Hazel Friday visiting relatives.

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for Transmission as
Second Class Matter.

Elections will be held at the following places: Almo Crossing at I
Butler's
Grove
Store, Hickory
Church, Kirksey School. Backusburg. Penny, Lynn Grove Schuol
Harris
Grove,
Taylor's
Store.'
Hazel Scheel. AAA Office. Provi-1
*C -/114-rrittitdence School, Midway. New - ConTHE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
cord School, Earns Store, PaleAUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
,tine Faxon School. Wilson's Ste:e
We,
We.reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor la
School e nd Farris Loos,
or Public Voice items which in our opinion is not for the best interest Leaf Floor. Friday, November 29e
If our readers.
at 1:00 pm

0. T. Mayer was in Murray Saturday to visit his sister, Mrs. J.
H. Thurman, who is a patient in
the Mason Hospital.

troit Monday morning to visit his
mother, Mrs. Albert Crittenden,
Junior Futrell has the blocks on
the ground to build a new stock
barn.
Mrs. Pearl Clayton is seriously
ill at her home on Auute 2.
-.Mr. and Mrs. Aobert Farris. who
have been spending smite time
With Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ruse.
returned home Sunday.
Sorry to hear of an accident that
occurred on the highway in which
Tommie Hamlin and wife were
injured. Tommie is in the hospital recovering from his injuries.
and his many friends hope he is
soon able to be out again.
Mrs. Winnie Alexander has been
sofferingefitit, a severe cold.
Mr. Hardie Miller is repairing
his store at New Providence.
Miss Faye Grogan and Eula
Mae Rose shopped in Murray Saturday.

et Farm Class
Will Start Here

V

All veterans who wish to enter
the Farmer-Training Program at
the Murray Training School with
January
the class starting in
should attend the meeting to be
held in the agriculture room of
the Training School, Friday night,
November 22. at 7:00 p.m.
Unless as many as 25 veterans
are available for this class the
group will not be started, and
those on the waiting list will be
held over until September, 1947.
So it is important that every veteran who expects to enter the
Farmer-Training Program during
1947 shduld start with the class in
January, according to a statement
made by Profesecir A. Carman,
head of department of agriculture,
Murray State Teachers College,
One thousand pounds of Ky. 31 Murray.
fescue seed were sowed by 12
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
farmers In Allen county.

Rev. H. F. Paschall of Louisville filled his regular appointment at the Baptist Church Sunday at 11:00 o'clock and was dinLetters will be mailed to all
ner guest in the home of Mr. and
farm owners telling, them to go to I
Mrs. Laymon White.
one of these places to vote. We
Eld. and Mrs. Arnett of Boware sure some notices art in error 1
•
ling Green were in Hazel over the
as we do not have everyone listed i
week-end at the bedside - of Mrs.
in the correct community._ In I
Arnett's mother who underwent
such case, the voter should go _to
an operation at the Houston-Mcthe vuting place for his coinmuniDevitt Clinic.
ty. Any person that participated
Granville Morris and Leland
in the 1946 program or will parMorris of Niantic, Conn., are visitticipate in the program for 1947
ing friends in Hazel and the counwill be eligible to vote. Everyone
ty.
who participated in the farm pro-Mr. arid Mrs. James Raspberry
gram will not receive a letter behave moved to the farm of Rowdy
cause we only have a mailing list
Elkins in Hazel.
for the ones; in whose name a farm
Miss Charlotte Lee spent a few
We know what he would like — a beautiful,
is listed: That does not mean you
days
with Mary
Mitchell last
comfortable, upholstered swivel Executive Chair.
are ineligible to vote even if you
week-end.
do not receive a letter.
Mrs. H. I. Neely was in MurBY EWING G 4110-WAY
Three regular committee mem:
NOTE TO THE BOSS:
ray Frigey to visit her cousin.
people's
the
of
.,
&Mier
bers and two alternates will be
t C011n- N.
This little et
ON THIS DAY EACH YEAR AMERICA'S FAMILIES,REUNITED,
Mrs. J. --H. Thurman, who,. is a
We have Posture Chairs tor the Secchosen in each community.
A
try roads The first part of it is nue.ey was wasted.
RENEW THEIR TIES OF AFFECTION WITH APPRECIATION
patient in the Mason Hospital.
Correct sitting means
retary, too.
about a man I knew a ,long time
But the contractors brought pa- delegate alsq will be elected to the
AND THANKFULNESS FOR THE TRADITIONS,
Mrs. Cemi Taylor fell at the
her a
Give
efficiency.
County
differConvention.
which
increased
at
the
will
illustrates
the
and
bear
it
pressure
to
and
THINC2.5-.-MATERIAL
ago,
lineal
THE LOYALTIES, THE GOOD
home of her daughter, Mrs. Jack
botchwurk and -end of the year the fiscal court choose the County Committee of
between
ence
AND OF THE SPIRIT- THAT ARE SUMMED UP
break, too.
Newport. Tuesday and broke her
Floyd three members on November 30,
patchwork 'Maintenance of un- restored the old systern
IN THE WORD "HOME."
hip. She was carried to the hoseFaemers have a big voice in
paved roads is 50 per cent patch- lost hts jab. but the effect of his
pital for treatment.
national farm prof-rams through
work done mainly with shovels. good work lasted five years
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Turnbow,
the
patch'termer-elected
committeemen
is skimping
Botchwork
Then -fir more than 40 years
Mrs. H. I. Neely and Miss Eva
Wilson said. "A
deplorable waste of there were no more Hart Floyds. system." Mr
work. and
Per
were in Mayfield Sunday
public money
Graders. good turn OW will show that they
shoveling
Hardly any
errnown
frurnto
bouvisit Mr. and Mrs
beileve
an
this
way
of running the
The man in the first part of the maintainers were used on gravel
'F.
story was an auctioneer arid vill- roads and dirt lanes. bill many programs. - -The coming year is
Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford is sufsure to • beng new reconversion
age pulaticien named Hart Floyd. drains were left without outlets,.
tering thie_resseck ...watesseesesnettiaN3
•_
lige -fru:
asi`e'r_•
have, heavy respone-ibilifies.
Henderson county's ponds or mudholes and stayed
sicaa effort
Mrs. Mollie Thompson, who was
By
casting
their
ballots.
farmer,
country reed work, such as it was, that way until the beginning of
sick a few days lase week, is betcan make sure that the men adhad been done under a contract m6.
ter at this time.
ministering the -programs are the
system-so much per mile. Once
Miss Ethel Bucy of near Puryear
begriming of
this Year
The
men
moat familiar with locel
from Bill Robertson but Davisson was in Hazel over the week-end
a year the contracturs ran one brought
shevels - back into use
failed to convert.
Turves on eiteer side of the dirt Counts' Judge Fred Vogel' and his needs. We hope that every eligas guest of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
I
1
ible farmer will take the time to
roads with two-horse plowe, then road
engineer.
Grover Conley.
•
...in first downs Murray led 19-8. Lot& Bury.
vete.
pulled the leose dirt into the ruts with cooperation. frqm the board
Misses oLuise
sI 'The Breels made 379 yards ruthing
and Madyline
DON'T FORGET-Go to your
s with a horse-drawn grader. If of magistrates, put a crew
to 72 for Illinojs. The Panthers Lamb of Murray were Tuesday
community vothig place Novemthey used shevels at all it was to patchworkers
with shovels and
made 232 ydrds on passing, for night guests in the home of Mrs.
ber 29 at 1:00 p.m." Mr Wilson
dig --shallow trenches to half bury other hand tools out
with the
115 for Murray. The Breds were Gurtie Grubbs and sister, Miss
said .
The Murray State college Thor- ienalized 100 yards to 20 for Illi- Maud.
wooden culverts. Opening tren- county's
big
machines ,The
oughbreds, operating with precis- rois.
ches to drain low places in the work is not perfect. because There
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron were
ion. bowled•over the Eastern 11,8roads or shoveling ditches te let are too many miles or road that
• 13 13 12 0---38 in Fulton Monday afternoon on
Murray
Panthers of Charleston,
water gto dtiroulth the culverts was deals AR.- mime itten tion. but by
C. Illinois ____ 0 7 0 6-13 business.
36-1T here Friday afternoon.
ot In bad, weath- the end of the year more good
seldom
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dick of
-re-Mr and Mrs. Charlie 'Wicker
er most of the roads in our dis- work will have beeri done than in
Coach Jim Moore kept a steady
Murray were • in Hazel Sunday to
trict Were all but impassable. That any previous five years in four and daughter. Dolores, spent the string of substitutes going into
visit Mr. and Mrs_ Tommie Wilwas botchwark
wesk-end with Mr. and Mrs. Jack the game after the Thoroughbreds
son and
Mr. and Mrs_
decides.
Carlos
Lassiter
Robert
Glad to report
Key. Mr, Key has been ill for had scored twice in the firet
Scruggs.
Country people ceMplained so
Even the pcs Test counties in the
days and StiOWs very lit- period and rolled up a 26-7 ad- has arrived home after being in
Mr. Bernard Scruggs of Murray
vigeteisly to the county, judge state
Henderson several
can profit by
'improvement./ Other visitors to vantage at the halfway mark.
the Army almost two years. He was in FLIC.I Monday on busiAnd fiscal ieurt that these officials County's . experience.
They can tle
in about
abolished eve ;entract system and make ever; dollar of their road see Mr Key ori Sunday Were Mr.
Harold Manson tallied the first will receive his discharge
aid Mrs. Glynn Orr. Gela and Thoroughbred
he 15 days.
esey
marker when
hired the work done by the day. seeress „
Glynn Morris, Mr. Arlin and El- smashed through center for five I The farmers have been real
with a foreman in each magiste,mer Paschall. Dorothy Love Key. yards after an intercepted pass by i busy gathering corn, and report a
rial district
Mr and Mrs. George Jenkins. Bill McClure and a 30-yard run 1 vere good' yield.
Hart Floed s political prestige
Most all the farmers around
Mr_ and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and by Tommy *ler had set up the
We have had a right cold spell
got him the foremaras job in our
here ire busy gathering corn
Mrs. Milferd Orr were touchdown. W.
Mr. arid
beefs
and
killing
Fink missed 44,and seVeral are
Knowing Floyd's reputadistrict
With the bountiful crop to harvest
let you know. dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. try for extra point.
•• write ..
g.
1 a few porkers.
tion for liking easy jobs up to that
all the cribs will be filled this
Times
Ledger
&
Sunday.
October 31
the
L.
Key
gahis
new
Lassiter
has
Ernest
shook
time, the folks sighed and
Dill Scores
year.
failed to come. SG I am asking
Mr 'and Mrs. Terry- Morris visitLater in the same period. Win- rage and wash house about corntheir heads: but he had a surprise
Mr. Wilkerson and family from
you te please wrap up_a 31 Octo- ed Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and
pletect
ired Dill, right halfback for Mute
in store fer them
Almo, Ky. moved to the farm 0
ber number of your, paper. with Mr. and Mrs_ Jack Key Thursday.
has
build
a
new
Mitchell
Story
ray, tallied on a reverse which
Floe-d hired a crew. greased an
they recently
purchased
from
plow some future paptr, sol won't miss afternoon.
was good for 17_ yards and 'Fink sock barn.
old grader. sharpened his
Prentice Dunn. We welcome them
ilpent
MonDorothy
Love
Key-II
Mrs. Lizzie Orr died suddenly
angle copy1added the extra point to send
points, jaougie some long-handled a'
to our community and school.
I can't hardly watt trom weeit day night with Peggy Jdnes
shovelses end went to work. He
Murray into a 13-0 advantage as: Monday morning at the home of
Mr. Albert Miller is seriously
Oman Paschall
Mrs
and
Mr
Jackson.
.her
brother.
Arthur
arriv'al
of
.the
the
te
week
for
fur.
the quarter ended.
had les plewmen run twe
ill at his home on Route 2.
visited at Rudolph. Key's Sundfly _
been
ararn carry -in 1-Ke -.Ms*,--ide-acies--hai.
d..4441--Ledger_as Times_
'147--s7-1Lre— Dunn, Mrs. Ellen
her sister, Mrs. Rubene Lassiter
Ever and alway...
grader crowned the roads te that
seeond period when Rollo Gilbert
Miller and Mr. and Mrs. 'George
Vandyke
Douglas
and
Mrs.
Mr.
several
fur
y
Your friend.
would ran off
He
the wets.'
went over his own left guard ler
Shoemaker
and
daughter, Syland
Jerry,
Willodene
children.
ond
• Living Room Suites, all colors
Paul A. Lassiter carried several
Malcolm Sale.
-worked with. s shoyel himself
the
via, were dinner guests of 'Mr.
vitifeL Mr. and Mrs -Terry Morris 11 etards and agaip Fink added
Mayfield last
loads of corn to
Me-ssae
Reseirells
opening . ell drains to let the watIFY
bonus point. The Panthers Catife
and Mrs. Houston LAX Sunday.
• Bedroom Suites, Maple, Walnut or Mahogany
Sunday. ,
week, and also hauled a big load
escape
Cele( rea that had been
to
their
backtally
the
first
of
Mrs.
Ellen
Miller
is
spending
the
Mrs. R V. Deering_is spending
to Murray Monday of this week.
• Studio Couches, Velours or Tapestry
It it estimated that income from
set foe high w - re lowered. and
two
touchilowns .with 'Donald
week with Mr. and Mrs. Lax and
about a few days with her sister. Mrs.
We are sorry to know of Mrs.
deep sorghum - produced from
one, were
buried
new
the
nine
Dasesson
scoring
from
children.
• Wool Rugs, 9x12 or 9x15
itlieross: J. It Thurman being a patient at
Morn Maburn Key.
efficiently 1.500 acres of cane in
enough te fere-tier
Wesley
yara- stripe.
Mr and Mrs. San*Givens visitWilson
and
Mrs.
Clerris
Mr.
-arid
se-eerie
she
is
:•
Mason's hospital and hope
e county will re
•
t Ice
Th; •
• Platform Rockers and Occasional Rockers
ed relatives in Hazel Sunday.
sefs visited at Maburn Key's over placetnent was 'good.
• " loorrec, vered and able to be at
-Mrs. Lucile Lyons of Murray
•
Jack Wyatt, Murray encl. stand- home.
the week-god.
• Dinette Suites, many styles to select from
visited Mrs. Pearl Clayton Morn-'
Mr_ seed eldre Robert Harding ing over the goal line, caught a
itev. M. M. Hampton 'arid wife
• Utility, Corner, Base, and Wall Cabinets
have been eieiting Mr dnd Mrs. pass..from McClure good for. 10 visited and took-dinner with Mrse day.
Mr_
Jay
Futrell is digging the
yards for Murray's next marker H. S. Wilkerson and
Carnol Boyd the pest week
daughtef:
• Cedar.Chests, Natural, Blonde or Walnut
basement for a 'new home
to put the Thoroughbreds in front 'Margie. Mondal:
-BlontfieCecegi. Gibson left for De• Unfinished Dressing Tables and Dresser Bases
.26-7 at theç end of the half.
Gaisess uses
Walker
34 Yards r •
• Desks and Desk Chairs
brace of
IIMarra • gr titled
-treirKers in the, third stanza- with
• Odd Beds, wood or metal, full or twin size me
Walker turning an a sensationel
•••
• Mattresses and Box Springs
Mr
and Mn' Bert' Hanelint 58-yard run for one touchdown
• Plate Glass Mirrors and Pictures
<pent Saturday night with WI and 'Snd Roland Yokum. left end .took
a pass from Manson for another.
: Mn- Leon Cude.
•• Scatter Rugs, large or small
Mrs Edervind Gamble cif Detroit The pass and run was good for ae
• Kitchen Stools and Ironing Boards
Fink rni.s5ri both plac. -spending a few days with home yards.
merits.
• Radios, Battery or Electric
as
Donald Johnson. left half on
Dixon
'\ Tr. and
Mrs, Harvey
• Automatic Portable Record Players
Illinoii team, tallied in the
..] e Sunday afternoon callers of the
• Combination Radio and Record Players
fourth period on a 20-yard p-,-,
and M,A. Lyman. Dixon.

To Grandfather's house we go...

1

IT'S NOT TOO EARLY

To be deciding what you will give the
- boss for Christmas

•

KIRK A.

Thorobreds Top Eastern;
moi a ers

POOL & COMPANY

,

Murray Leads
26-7 At
Half

FIRE SALE OF FEEDS
FEEDS OF ALL KINDS

I

T)amaged by fire and water

North Fork News •

tigasta

. USED SOON
SHOULD BE

'TaylorsStore News

To Be Sold At

REDUCED PRICE

Cedar Lane News

MURRAY HATCHERY

Letter To Editor

4.

Riley's Furniture Values!

snrray_tarued

AVAILABLE NOW

HOME SERVICE STORE
• LINOLEUMS

Coldwater. News

to save your car's

• DINETTE SUITES

appearance

• FLOOR LAMPS

• OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

• COAL BURNING STOVES
• CEDAR CHESTS

MANY OTHER ITEMS YOU
MIGHT NEED

vHome Service Store
121.2 WEST5MA1N
COLLIE BARNETT
a.

preserve its

Mrs 'Charlie- F. Arnett and ehil
cri spent Monday 'esight with
and Mrs. A. L. Bazzell.
Mr. and yrs. Leon Cude and
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Haneline were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Rune Haneline.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Finney and
.11r/titer were Sundae afternoon
elens of'Mr. and MTS. Henry
a'sck and Mrs. 'Dillard Finney.
Mrs. Hassie ClOys and Mrs. A.
Cloys spent the week-end with
eativen•se Clinton.
Stiliday visitars in the herneof
'.1rs. Mattie Jones were Mr. arff
eie
Isenh Afternoon cellere Mr eel Mrs Albert Pi-earl of Paducah. Mr. and Mrs.
asm Cochran and daughter. Mr.
, •irgess
Marino. Mr. and Mrs.
cliff Marine, kr;end Mrs. Henry
1- limey .and defighter and Mr. and
Mrs. Celisar Hanolive.
and Mrs. iserree.fsDixon and
isle 'spent Seturriss. night 'with
•
Mr, arid tare 'Ted
11,
. •

sheet -metal

Th,•3t,Naggirig
Backache
Ft1s,
•

Fenders, running boards, aprons and radiator grilles are almost impossible to get
nowa(lays.

V.'arri of iliarirriecerl
Kiddie Action

DON'T LET RUST DESTROY THEM
Safeguard your car by safeguarding its
sheet-metal — now — with paint.

Modern lift with it. hurty,and
habIts. improper eating
urin'cirue- ita risk of exposure and Inc
t for, throws heavy steak. on the
"I the I., dneys. They ars apt to her,
2,1
,
over-faxed and fall to alter one..all 2
and otpex irtiputitie• from thu
'blood. You rrity Surer nagging backarne,
headache. &settees. getting av adth',
kg.palms. awelhng, feel corislantIy
'Inuit. all worn out. Other signs
tirsn. net
,
of intni•y or bladder disorder are 110MYt,m.. burning, scanty Sr too frequent
urination.
' Try Doda's Pith, Doon't htdp the
kidneys to psum.aff harrriful "Ream bodi
ram.n. They has., had nacre than half
century of puhlir approval. Are ree,ommandad by-riteful users everywhere.
•
woaf av atter!

FREE INSPECTION
Bring your car to us today and let us inspect Rt. underneath parts for destructive

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE 97

• Electric Heaters, Waffle Irons, Broilers, Toasters, Automatic Irons, Heating Pads, and Hot
Plates
• Corner What-Nots, Magazine Racks, and
Hassocks
Bedspreads and Rugs
Chenille
•
• Simmons Electronic Blankets
• Floor, Table, Bed, Pin-up, or Vanity Lamps
• Tables, all types
• blifferobes and Wardrobes
• Coal and Wood Ranges and Warm Aire
Heaters

Your Kelvinator Dealer

Riley Furniture
Appliance Co.
-
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• LOCALS
•

Murray Training
School Reporters

'Leo Caraway and son, Joe Pat,
of Murray and Pat Caraway of
Hazel have retailed home from I
Genius", a
radio
1.,ong Beach, Cal., where they have !p. Fort :Men
been visiting their uncle, E. C. lay, was given by the speech
Training
School
Miller, and family for the past class of the
14, over
month. They reported a very en- Thursday, povember
WKTM at Mayfield, Ky. The play
joyable trip.
was based oil_ the life of Nathan
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Paschall- and B. Stubblefield,
inventor of radio,
daughters, Patsy, Billy anti June, as he was often
called, "the farand Mrs. Belle Orr of South mer-inventor of
Kentucky."
Pleasant Grove were Sunday din- I
Since the play was based on
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Burie
'authentic
facts, the
characters
Waldrop and family. Murray.
!took on the names of local people
Mrs. Evelyn Bryan and daugh- of Murray wrio were
interviewed.
ter of Houston, Texas, were visit-; Thomas Butler
played the part
ors • of Mrs. Will Chester last of . Nathan B.
Stubblefield; Dr.
week.,. Mrs. Bryan is the daughter Rainey
T. Wells, Ted Thompson;
of the late J. I. D. Woodruff of !Mrs.
Swann, Ruth Osborne; Alice
Murray.
•
Keys, Mary M. Lewis; Erie Keys,
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings left last Sat- I Hilda Dortch; Duncan Holt, Joe
urday to spend the winter in Sar- !Rogers; Bernard Stubblefield, Pat
asota, Fla. She was accompanied Smith; St. Louis Post-Dispatch Reby Kerby and Doris Jean Jenn- porter, Bill Corn; Speaker. John
ings, but they will return to Mur- S. Shelton; Announcer, Wanda Lee
ray soon.
:Farmer. Other minor roles were
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugin played by Betty Ann Rogers, Raywere week-end guests of their : mend Copeland, Billy Boyd. Pat
daughter, Mrs. George Henry 4?nd Clark, Ann Stokes. Robbie N. Irvin, Janice Clopton. Frances Horfamily in Jonesboro, Ark.
Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy Hall and ! ton, Betty Jean Bowden. Rob Ray,
Mrs. Buist Scott were members I Emma Dean Hinsely, Eva Woods,
of a group from Murray State Col- Jo Ann Smith, Loretta Eldridge,
lege who were in New Orleans I Harold Dunn.
Students gathered around the
last week-end to attend a regional meeting of Tri Sigma Sorority. radios in different class rooms of
the Training School to listen to
Mrs. E. E. Bourland of Memthe program. Miss Tarry, phoned
phis was the week-end guest of
!a congratulatory message to the
her daughter, Mrs. Graves Sledd
students at the radio station,
N. I and Mr. Sledd.
The instructor of speech in the
Mrs. Warren S. Swann left Sun- i Training School is Mrs. C. S. Lowday by plane from Paducah for ry.
Jackson. Miss where she v.11 at—Betty Bowden
tend the national convention of
the United Daughters of the Confederacy. She will visit Mrs. Hortense Vaughn in Jackson before
returning home.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Rhodes of
Memphis were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. L Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. Wid Ellison had as
their week-end guests his mother
and brother. Mrs. E. B. Ellison
and Hayden Ellison of Corbin. Ky.
Miss Marilyn Mason has returned from Nashville where she visited friends.
THIS WEEK'S
.',
R. A. Shell of the Veterans Hos
:
pitaf artfeiniffrii"
!Visritrig
SPECIAL
his wife and, children in Murray.
Mrs. Malas Linn was called to
Fulton last Friday by the serious
Rog. 1.59
illness
and death on
Sunday
Whistling
morning of her brother, E. G.
Maddox.
TE
Mrs. Mack T. Tarry. Mrs. George
K
Roberts Wilson and J. M. Linn
attended
the
funeral of their
uncle and brother-in-law, E. G.
Highly glazed stoneware in
when
caramel,
A cheery whistle tells
chestnut,
green.
Maddox, on Monday afternoon at
Twothe water's boding.
blue, ivory. Beautiful'
First Baptist Church in Fulton.
quart. Good gift idea.
Ralph Boyd of Florida is very
ill at the home of his aunt. Ars.
J. F. Glasgow, on Fourteenth
street. He and his mother came
to Murray last week for a short
Visit. while tile father is at sea.
Miss Louie Kendall.. Mn. Mason
Ross and Mrs Ralph Wear visited in Paducah Monday afternoon
The Rev. T. H. Mullins. Jr, J.
D Sexton, Mrs. C. L Vaughn, Mrs.
Max Hurt, Miss Frances Sexton,
C A. Hale, Dr J W. Carr, Mrs.
A. F. Doran and Mrs. Solon Higpieces of appaA wonderful senior lab set with sixty-two
gins were in Paris Monday to atexplaining 389 difratus and chem..cals. Includes a manual
tend the annual district organizaferent eaperiment.'
tion meeting at the First MethoIIOle
dist Church
'Dr. and Mrs. Fred G Roane
f Harlingen. Texas are guests of
relatives in Murray and Hazel.
Mrs. Roane was before her recent
,I.arriage Mrs. Jessie Houston of
Murray.
Mrs. Pink Curd was in Paris,
Tenn.. last Thursday on a shoping trip.
R. H. Falwell. Walter S. Janet,
Mrs. L. D. Miller ann Mrs. rrink
Lancaster served with the petit
jury in the federal court of Paducah this week. Harry Wi4cox
served with the grand jury.
--GEORGE EDWARD JONES
INMATED INTO TAP BET
AT UNIVERSITY OF KENTKRY
_
Oeorge Edward Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs Dewey Jones, Murray. a
junior engineering student at University of Kentucky was recently
initiated into Tau Beta Pi, nationfor Dolly
al honorary fraternity.
,Jones was presented a book by
Tau Beta Pi at close of his freshThe "visitors" play the
Tray lifttt up
man year in ' recognition of his
"home. team" and every.
and foot rest
scholastic record, having made the
laxly hex a wonderful time!
le removable
highest grade in engineering class.
Easy-to understand instruc. . . just like
tiOna.
He returned to the University this
baby's Own!
fall after serving with the Seventh Army in the E.T.O.
-

HOME

AUTO

Light Fixtures

Horns

Radios

Spark Plugs

Dish Sets

Fan Belts

Cooking
Utensils

Cleaner and
Polish

Stove Mats

Anti-Freeze

Cookie Jars

Auto Glass

I

PAGE TARES

The Training School float won
first prize in the parade gaturday morning. November 9. The
prize was jle.
The unique float represented a
large
birthday
20
cake. The
candles on the birthday cake stood
for the 20 years that the Trainng
School has existed. A large colt
decorated in the blue and gold
school colors gave the impression
of drawing` the cake. Actually a
tractor, inside the cake, was the
propelling force.
Mrs. Rowlett, teacher of art,
and Mr. Grogan, teacher of agriculture and shop,- directed about
45 students in the conatruction of
the giant cake and colt.
—Ben Hopkins

Mr. and Mrs. Otis Johnson of
Mrs. Swift's father, Mr. Genie Gil- ,Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Geobel Roberts Murray
bert.
were Sunday afternoon
Mrs. George Allen of Martin, and sans: Billie and Charles" drove, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elrnus
Tenn.. returned home last Sun- over to' Fulton Sunday afternoon Trevathan.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Linn of Deday after a month's visit with her 'toe k visit with Mrs. Roberts'
daughters, Mrs. Amos Burks, of, brother, Dan Jones. and family. troit are visiting relatives in the
COW
Flint' and Mrs. Allen Wells of Elm They came home that night.

Limestone Concrete
Building Blocks
THE AVAILABLE BUILDING MATERIAL

Miss Jacqueline Miller, sen
was chosen Miss Calloway Cir y
in the beauty contest held at Mayfield, Friday, November 15. She
was .awarded $35.00, a bracelet,
and a corsage.
Miss Miller competed with two
other girls from Lynn Grove and
Murray High for the title of Calloway County's Tobacco Queen.
Saturday
night, '.'Jackie" and
eight other girls, selected from
each of the counties, contested for
the honor of being the Tobacco
Queen of western Kentucky.
Miss Jane Johnson, Wickliffe,
was chosen for first place.
Wanda Lee Farmer
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Flint News
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Swift
and son, Tommie, of Paducah,
were Sunday afternoon guests of

East Highway, Murray, Ky.
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TIRE
Quiet Running of straight,
free-rolling ribs

HIGH

Quick-stopping safety of
"action-traction"

CHAIR
2.98

c7xe
,GENERAL

More than 80 pressure saucepans have
been . purchased by
housewives in Simpson county, to
save fuel, food value -and time.

"I LOST SI POUNDS"
ELECTRIC FREIGHT.15.90
Has locomotive, tender, cattle car, gondola car, tank car and
realistic caboose. Includes twenty fonr track sections and
long-weartng transformer.

OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT OR, IF YOU PREFER,
USE OUR CONVENIENT BUDGET

PLAN

Firestone Home & Auto Supplies
Van Barnett

Phone 135

L. E. Kerley

TIRE

.. New Candy Plan
Slims Down Figure

Safer extra mileage of
more natural rubber

5j
2t

Blowout protection of

extra carcass strength
COSTS MORE ... WORTH MORE

NI I I
I • ••
'lex" I 1.140.11 I., 01tot Nw

II)
I.nit weight and inches with
deliceous ANT'S Vitamin (.11nely
Reducing Plan' Your exprnence
may or may not he the same but
try rho easeer reducing plan Very
First Box Must Show Results or
Money Rack.
In clinical tests, conducted by
reside, al doctors, more than
11110 persons lost 14 to IS
pounds •iretage In • few
week• writ h t he A YI•S V
1t•min Candy Reduclig Plan.
No exercise. No drugs. No laxatives You don't cut out any meals.
starches, potatoes, meats or butter
—,you mat cut them down. Simple
when you
enjoy delicious AYDS Vitamin Candy
',cirri Absolutely harmless 31 days as di
supply
nutritious AY DS $2.25. NOW, phode or call at

Main Street Motor Sales
Phone 59

206 East Main Street

J. 0\PATTON

J. B. WATSON

WALLIS DRUG
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MURRAY OPA TO
CEASE BUSINESS .

GROVE HIGH BLUE DEVILS

MURRAY OFFICE
High
ray
Mur
,
Russellville
u AIDS VETERANS
Tie 7-7 In W.K.C. Upset

l, 1946

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

THE LEDGER dr TEAM MURRAY,_,KENTIXKY,

Local Price Control
Board Will Transfer
Records To Louisville

Lack of Information
Causes Many Veterans
To Drop insurance
------

- Miss Mary Lou Waggoner, chief
clerk of the board, gave the following information as to the conducting of OPA business in the
future:
-Sugar forms required by the
trade and consumers application
blanks may be obtained from the
OPA District Office, 700 Kenyon
Buildinn. Louisville 2, Ky. or, The
County Health Officers have a
application
of
supply
limited
blanks for sugar books for new
babies, and the Selective Service
Board in each county has a supply
of application blanks for new
sugar books for newly discharged
service men. All fqrms when filled out are to be mailed to the
OPA District Office, 700 Kenyon
Building, Louisvelle 2, Ky."

The OPA Price Control Board
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Calloway Vegetable Growers Plan
For Better Tomato Marketing In 1947
0'

a

it

Despite an unfavorable record
last year, the Calloway County_
Association
Vegetable
Growers
will continue to 'market tomatoes
for the -growers of this and adjoining counties in 1947, Prof.
A. Carman, president of the cooperative, announced today. This
decision was made at a recent
meeting of the board of directors.
Brooks Re-employed
W. H. Brooks, forneray a professor on the Murray College facre-employed as
ulty, has been
manager of the association for a
2-year period to haridle the 194748 crops. C. H. Thurman, secretary of the association, said the
members of the association realized about 80c per bushel for the
1946 crap. Mr. Carman, who is
also head of the agriculture department of the college, said the
6-year average for tomatoes sold
through the organization had been
approximately $2.50 per bushel.
"This low price last year", Carman said, "was due to the very
----poor quality of the crop, caused
by excessive rainy weather at the
harvesting - season".

ation;
10. The Right to worstriy God.
"If our way of life is to be
saved", Woods asserted, "education
is going to play an important part
in it".

STREET SCENE IN VETS VILLAGE

•

Kentucky
needs
good
rural
roads, among other things, to aimprove its position among states, Attorney Gen. Eldon S. Dummit declared in Lexington Tuesday.
The construction and maintenance of the highway system is one
of the most important means of
influencing
of
the development
communities, he told members of
the Lexington Kiwanis Club.

DR. WOODS LISTS
TEN STANDARDS

"In many respects, the rural
road problem is the key to our
other problems." he added. The
attorney general explained that
while the state road fund had averaged approximately $20,000,000 a
year, that an average of only
$16.000 of this sum went to each
county for rural roads.
He said improvement should be
made in education, health and
aviation.
The state must have more tax
money, he added.
Kentuckians pay $15 in federal
taxes to every $1 in state taxes,
he told the club, with the result
that "this inequitable distribution
does not give the state enough."
From an administrative standpoint, jae said that Kentucky for
the - last seven years had operated
on less money per capita than any
other state.
"Kentucky can not claim prosperity of one or two sections nor
can it claim any higher standard
than the standard of its poorest
sections," he said. "The development of our poor sections is ninetenths of our problem:"
Dummit called Kentucky's 55year-old st a te constitution
a
-stumbling block because it fences
in the state government with too
many unwise restrictions."

Paris Votes Out
Mayor-Alderman
City Government

Their only attendants were Miss
Patty Owen and Ray Broach. Miss
Owen
wore a dusty rose wool
dress with matching accessories
and a corsage of white carhations.
Immediately following the ceremony, the bride's parents entertained with an informal reception.
The three-tiered wedding cake
was topPed with a miniature bride

typical
above is a
Pictured
scene at Veterans Village, G. I.
community on the campus of Murray State College.
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• Buy SIX PAIRS and get the
Guarantee Certificate.
•6 months' wear or six new pairs

PLUMBING

'

ImcovT:;
7

•

'
%NIP.

lb.

NZ...

pr. 35C

:-+

free.
e Knit proportioned to fit small,
average and large size man.
.A
* Laundry tested and approved.
If

I>, his Socks According to the
Size Shoe Ile Wears.'

rizthottat Stores

and
REPAIRING
We Can Do All Types of
Plumbing and Repairing
We ,will appreciate your
business

T. A

SCOTT FITTS
I 1100 West Poplar

Hymn, "We've a Story Ti) Tell
To The Nations"; prayer, Mrs.
Paul Dailey; devotional, Mrs. Lottie Bucy. The topic for discussion
was "Fields Yet Untouched By
Southern Baptists." Those taking
part in the discussion were Mrs.
Ola Joyce, Mrs. Notie Miller, Mrs.
Mary Turnbow, Mrs. Robbie Milstead and Mrs. Grace Wilson.
Following the program a busl-ness session was held with Mrs.
Frances Dailey 'presiding.
(Continued on Page 6)

at ---

MRS. MYERS BEAUTY SHOP
- OPERATORS
Mrs. R. A. Myers and Miss Sadie Nell Farris

TELEPHONE 278
413 SOUTH NINTH

Puckett of
vir rizemv

CLEARANCE SALE!
OF WINTER COATS & SUITS
THIS INCLUDES OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF NEW COATS and SUITS

521.00 to $24.75
$29,75
$32.50 to $34.95
$39.95
$42.50 to $45.00
$55.00

at $16.95
at S19.75
at $24.95
at S29.95
at $34.95
at S39.95

k
Children's Coats and Legging Sets
ONE-THIRD OFF

One rack'of Coats

$8.95

Winter Hats ONE-HALF OFF
One rack Fall Dresses
ONE-THIRD OFF
THREE FUR COATS
$39.95
$69795, NOW
Plus Tax

$15.40 to $10.40
524.50
$29.75
$35.00 to $39.75
$42.50 to $49.50

YOUR OPPORTUNITY Tc) GET YOUR WINTER
CLOTHING AT-A BARGAIN!

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

FITTS & CHANDLER

The - Hazel Baptist
Missionary
Society met Wednesday. November 13, at the Baptist Church -at
two o'clock Following is the program:

HAVE A NEW HAIRDO FOR
THANKSGIVING

ROSETTA PUCKETT WEDS
KENNETH R MANNING
Mr. and Mrs

HAZE MISSIONARY GROUP
MEETS Al' BAPTIST CHURCH

FOR ONE WEEK

Each one present gave a short
talk on what they were the most
thankful for.
Those answering roll call with
a scripture verse of praise wefe
Mrs. Darts Ezell, Mrs. Ophie Watson, Mrs. Robbie Staples, Mrs. Undine Hook, Mrs. Altie Carson, Mrs.
Lilly Walker, Mrs. Myra Towery,
Mrs. Lanett Usrey, - Mrs. Sula Cunningham, Mrs. Mary Radford and
Mrs. Autumn Ezell.
Although it was a rainy afternoon, a very good meeting was
reported and each one left feeling
they had many things to be thankful for.
•• •

Mrs. L. J. Morningway presided at the punch bowl.
After,, the reception, the bridal
party went to the home
groom's grandfather. W. /V
ning. An 8 o'clock supp
served to members of the

"7/

Faculty Members
Visit Project \/
MISS Rubie Smith, Miss •Lottye
Suiter, and Dr. E. J Carter, faculty members of Murray State
College, were members of a group
of nine teachers from West Kentucky who were guests of. the
Sloan Project at the University of
Kentucky on November 13 and
14.
Dr. Maurice Seay, director of the
Sloan Project in Kentucky. invited the group to see what is
being done in the areas of food,
clothing, and shelter in some
schools near Lexington. Later in
the year members of Dr. Seey's
staff will probably visit teachers
chosen for this visit to see what
they are doing to develop some
basic understandings relating to
food, clothing, and shelter.
While in Lexington the group
will attend the State Supervisors'
conference on November 15 and
16. Miss Smith has been invited
to act as consultant to a discussion group.
Other teachers making the visits
are Misses Marjorie Ross and Laverne Howard, Marshall County:
Mrs. Merrell Morria, Mrs. Marion Houston,"andMts. Elizabeth
McCarty, from McCracken County; and Mrs. Lois Tubbs, from
Trigg County.

".•
'
vi E R
55
.\ 6 NEW Pli.ARS
V
_

ocket\I

and groom.

SPECIAL ON PERMANENT
WAVES

tumn Ezell; The Gratitude of Paul
_Mrs. Robbie Staples.

•

These house were the first to be
completed in the program carried out by the college to house MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
Vets who choose Murray as a
Telephone 247
place to exercise
their "G. I.
Rights." There are 33 Houses in
the group.
LOCUST GROVE MISSIONARY
The veterans who live in this HAS THANKSGIVING MEETING
community have
given Murray
The Locust Grove Missionary
College a new air of "domesticity"
Society met in the home of Mrs.
with their frilled curtains, garHansel Ezell November 16. The
dens and children.
following Thanksgiving program
was given:
Three
Chapter-Mrs. Sula
coats and seven
suits
Cunningwere made by homemakers en- ham; prayer-Mrs. Altie Carson;
rolled in the four-day tailoring A Psalm of Praise-Mrs. Undine
course in Boyle courgy, given by Hook; We Own . Nothing in This
Miss Dorothy Threlkeld, clothing World _Mr. Mary Radford; Linspecialis:
rein and Thanksgiving Mrs. Au-

ftt
_Batiekrs

44- 44.

Lone Oak, announce the marriage
of their youngest daughter. Miss
Rosetta, and Kenneth R. Manning,
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Manning of Hopkinsville, Ky. The
impressive double ring ceremony
was read on November 16 at 4
o'clock in the afternoon at the
home of the bride's parents with
the Rev. B. R. Winchester officiating.. Only members of the immediate families and close .friends
were present.
The vows were read before an
altar of palms, lighted candles
and baskets of white mums. The
bride was attired in an -ague blue
wool dress with black accessories
and wore a corsage of pink carnations.

Dummit Says State
Needs Better Roads

type.
The annual sign-up acreage will
be held early in March, 1947, the
president announced.- Directors of
the association include Mr. Carman; •H arry McClain, Graves
County; Q. T. Guier, Marshall;
Second Packing Shed
In ()frier to avoid congestion at Coy Wiggins, Graves, and Rudy
the packing shed, the directors Hendon, Calloway.
have agreed, in -the event there is
more than 300 acres assigned, that
•a second packing shed will be
established in addition to the one
at Murray. Carman indicates it
would be convenient particularly
to growers in South Graves county ahd adjoining communities.
College President Says
A' Counties included in the memEducation Is Important
bership
are Calloway,
Graves,
Marshall and Trigg, in Kentucky; In Our Way of Life
and Henry and Weakley. in TenDr. Ralph H. Woods. president
nessee. The co-o0 has over 500
members and the acreage last year of Murray State College, in a
chapel address Wednesday. Nowas approximately...1,000 acres.
Explaining why the association's vemSer 13 on "The World We
green-wrapped tomatoes did not Want To Live In" submitted 10
bring top prices last year, Mr. "Rights" or "Standards" by which
Carman said five carloads were to evaluate such a world.
shipped to New York the same
They weie:
week the markets there received
I. The right to determine contomatoes (ruin Arkansai and Cali- ditions . under which we shall live
fornia.
The Califernia and Ar- ___political freedom:
161111*=saaalvesolWiar•al
' aaaaaaaM11•
compared with the $0.75. to $1.50
'
3. The ,Right to work;
the Calloway Co-operative receiv4. The Right to shave the necesed, Cartnan asserted. He said this sities of life: •
area had heavy rains that pro5. The Right to own property
The Paris, Tenn., voters went to
duced tomatoes of inferior quali- and to live in a system of free
the polls Tuesday afternoon and
ty.
enterprise:
voted to change the form of muCannery Neeillsil
6. The Right to security_with
"One of the things the associa- freedom from want, sickness, and racipal government that has been
in effect in that city since Paris
tion needs", he added, "is a can- unemployment;
'
was incorporated more than a
nery so we can take care of the
7. The Right to come and go;
hundred years ago.
ripe tomatoes which we are un- v.ath free speech and press;
By a vote of 921 to 307. exactly
8. The Right to equality before
•ible to ship". He said the agency
sold from $8.000 to $10,000 worth the law with equal access to jus- 3 to 1, the city manager and commission form of government was
of ripe tomatoes last year in addi- tice in fact;
voted in to replace the mayortion to the regular green-wrapped
9. The Right for rest and recrealderman system. The outcome of the elction was
a victory for the Henry County
Veterans'
Better
Government
League, and a bitter defeat to
the city political machine. The
election, inspired by the veterans
organization, was headed by Jimmy Huffman.
In four weeks the Paris voters
will again go to the polls to elect
five city commissioners who will
employ a city manager.

•-•‘,...-ts...za"-aaataaaaalas
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Littleton's

at Sl 2.95
at $18.95
at $19.95
'eat $24.95
at $32.50

-

R. C. CHANDLER
Phone 8e9 '
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B H,Ak- i ,n and Robby, Grogan,
and consolation to E. B. Howton..
A party plate was served to, Mr.

SOCIETY
8 O'CLOCK AG CLUB MEETS
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Robbins were
hosts to the 8 o'clock Ag Club at
their home on November 13. Following an evening of bridge high
score t,rizes were awarded Mrs.

and Mrs. Keith Kelly, Mr. and
Mrs. Carman Parks. Mr. and Mrs.
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. E.
0. M. Corti
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
How
a
Gr in ai.,d the hosts.

•

ANSOUNCING

•

A Slight Increase In Our Prices
W. the price of supplies and coal increasing
tly we are .forced_la_increase .our prices, being
fair to our custonters,ancrear-Aelves..,7;
WE HAVE ALL NEW MACHINERY AND
.- EXPERIENCED HELP
Weirton Underwood i; now with us with . her
many years experience. She invites tker friends
and customers to pay her a visit.

-zz

/

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

DIXIE CLEANERS
Phone 768

Thomas H. Crider, Owner
aaaaaa.1•••
a a a...a...a.••••
a aa •••••

.••

aaaaa

•••••

1

1

a
1

3

as of

NOVEMBER 22

Social Calendar

12:

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
PHONE 44
••• f.f.t a-a a.a.f•••.. 4•••..••••

NOTICE
Owing to the high cost of equipment and
the advance in help and cleaning supplies,
ou will find a small increase in prices. at
the

POOR BOYS' CLEANERS

I

DUE to INCREASES
IN THE PRICE OF
SUPPLIES AND
LABOR,
There will be a
Circle four met at the home of
SLIGHT INCREASE . Mrs.
LutKer Robertson. Mrs. J. T
. Sammons, chairman, presided and
IN OUR
conducted the devotion.
Mrs. A. D. Bsisterworth spoke
CLEANING
on -My Tapestry" which was . a
!comparison of life with a tapestry
with Christ the Master Weaver.
PRICES

225 NORTH SECOND STREET

Murray, Kentucky

Ii

Granville J., Young_
afa•
•••-.401M.a.d1••••••a•a•Aa

Revival Planned
For Next Week

grees.
"If curing temperatures drop bb low freezing for several days, add
same number of days to curing
time. Temperatures below 36 detrees slow up 'salt penetration.
to
"Frozen meat Is difficult
If fresh meat freezes,
handle.
thaw it in chill room' or in cold
brine before putting it in cure"
Copies of this leaflet filled with
curing
suggestions on
practical
pork may be had at offices of,
wunty agents or home demonstration agents; or from the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Hume Econotilics at
Lexington.

G. S. Smith

COLLEGE
CLEANERS

Refreshments were
I the eleven present.
• ••

served

Rev. Virgil Weeks
There will be a young people's
revival at the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church beginning next Monday.
November 25.
The services to be held at 7:30
each evening will be conducted
hYsliev- Vizia_ Weeks-

YOUR PHILCO DEALER
For Calloway County

Now resting at Paris by virtue
of the Blue Devils' 6-0 win last
year. the trophy will "Ito on the
block" when the kickoff is called
at 2:00 p.m. today.

American and Confederate flags,
patriotic and folk songs were
sung. A short review of the pho-

KIRK A. POOL & CO.
509 West Main

Street

MiirIAN,

KN.

M-

Typical Gladys Scott Fashions for the fall and winter
months ahead at extremely worth while REDUCTIONS.
Take full advantage of the truly remarkable values!

COATS

to

CHILDREN OF CONFEDERACY
I MEET WITH MRS. HOLTON
!

It is estimateds.that 2,000 acres in
Spencer county were 'seeded to
crimson clover and hairy vetch.
Six hundred packages of seed
for fall gardens were distributed
to 4-H club 'members in Pike
county

THANKSGIVING VALUES . . .

The Children of the Confederacy'' -Met at the nem* (yr thetr
sponsor. Mass-M. D. Holton, at 3

aa

$20

$25

$30

Were $24.50 to $35.00

Were $37.50 to $42.50

Were, $45.00 to $55.00

•

SUITS

Enjoy a delightful Treat this
Thanksgiving and partake
of this delicious Menu!

1

tographic history of the war between the states was given and a
study of the pictures of the rebuilding of Williamsburg, Va., was
made.
AgriculA U.S. Department of
Plans for future meetings were
called "Curing Pork
discussed and it was decided that ture leaflet
says .curing is a
each meeting is to be held the sec- Country Stylg"
growth of spoilond Saturday of each month at 1 race between the
age germs in fresh pork and the
o'clock.
penetration of the preserving salt.
A party -plate was served to the
give salt tune to penetrate the
To
three melknbers present - Ann
meat, bones and joints, chill fresh
Yates, Frances Lee Farmer and
cold
pork promptly and keep it
Ann Farmer.
jL-36 to 40 degrees-during the
• • •
curing period.
to
GENERAL COUNCIL MEETS
On the farm, meat often has
above
AT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
be cured at temperatures
Under these condiof the General 40 degrees.
The meeting
speed up salt penefamilies
tions
Chump
Christian
Council of the
by:
tration
the
at
n
Was held Tuesday afternoo
"(I) Salting lightly and spreadchurch.
the fresh, warm cuts. Never
ing
devotion.
the
led
Noel
Mrs. E. L.
warm meat or blanket it with
pile
Paduod
of
Mrs. Kimball' Underwo
salt.
cah was the guest speaker and
"12) Poking salt into the joints
gave a very interesting review of
"131 Pumping ice-chilled brine
"Christ and Man's Dilemma" by
into the meat.
George Butterick.
"041 Boning or slicing the cuts
Refreshments were served by
smaller, more quickly salted
into
Matron's
members of the Young
pit
ces.
group.
methods help and
• • •
"All these
but none are
society Page 4, See. 2) many save the meat,
(Additional'
so satisfactory as curing at the
proper temperature-36 to 40 de-

FOR TODAY'S WINNER N

a•-••=1...111•••••••••.4=1.4=0,9.

DUE TO SCARCITY AND INCREASE
IN PRICES OF SUPPLIES,
WE ARE COMPELLED TO
INCREASE OUR
SERVICE
CHARGES

5

Curing Pork Is
Race With.Germs

1

1 pointed out many advantages to
be found in the south with its
great store of natural resources A
i musical
feeture of the program
21
r
Thursday. Novembe
was a medley of southern songs
The Zetas will hold the Novem- read by yrs. Hart with piano acBertha
ber meeting at the club house at companiment
Mrs.
by
7:30 p.m. Miss Ella Weihing will Jones. The business session was
be the speaker.
conducted by the president, Mrs.
Friday. November 22
W. P. Williams.
The Friday bridge club will
Hostesses forasthe occasion were...,
meet with Mrs. H. I. Sledd at 2:30 Mrs. Hart. Mrs. Neva Waters, Mrs.
o'clock.
Halhe Purdom, and Mrs. J. V.
Open house for Calloway veter- Stark. Refreshments were servans of World Wars I and II and ed fb twenty-five members and
by
sponsored
their families
five guests.
• • •
American Legion and Auxiliary at
the Woman's Club. 8 p.m.
MRS. JESSE STEELY SPEAKS
Saturday. Novemoer 23
AT HAZEL P.T.A. MEET
The regular meeting of the AlThe Hazel P.-T.A. met Thursday
pha Department of the Woman's
, November 14. fur its
afternoon
111b.
the
be.
held
at
will.
Club_
Tigeting with• the
monthly
regular
p.m.
house at 2.30
. Mrs. Stark Erwin prepresident
Monday. November 25
siding.
Miss Lillian Hollowell will be
Assembler singing of a son of
the
of
Group
Book
the
hostess to
was led by Myrtle May
praise
A.A U.W. at .7:30 pm.
Nesbitt with Mrs. Olivene Erwin
Tuesday. November 26
Mrs. Ellis Paschall
The Eastern Star will hold the at the piano.
Roll
d the clevotionaL
regular meeting at Masonic Hall conducte
call was answerkl with an exat 7:15 pm
pression of thanfulness.
Wednesday, November 27
entertain
will
The topic. "For Education," was
Mrs. Ben B. Keys
the Magazine Club at her home at ably discussed by Mrs. Jesse Steely. The high school trio rendered
2.30 o'clock.
a vocal number. Mr. Rex Watson
reported on the progress that has
MUSIC CLUB HEARS
been made on the major project
INTERESTING PROGRAM
of the year_the indoor toilets and
At the meeting of the Music wash rooms for the school.
Club which was held Tuesday'
were
The finance committee
evening at the Woman's Club hosts during the social hour. They
house, a very intersting program entertained in the newly decoratMargaret ed home economics room where
Miss
enjoyed.
was
Graves presented "The Life of the teacher. Mrs. Estelle Erwin,
Wagner", and Miss Mary Elizabeth proudly showed the new electric
Roberts told the opera story. "Die range and refrigerator.
• • •
Meistersinger." Records were playthemes from the CIRCLES MEET TUESDAY
ed including
Opera.
The circles of the Woman's Sot he
program
Preceding the
chairman. Mrs. E. J. Beale. con- ciety of Christian Service held
ducted .the usual business session. replar meetings Tuesday afterThe following new members were noon.
welcomed: Mrs. Ed Carter. Mrs.
Circle one met at the Methodist
Richard Farrell, Mrs. Merle T. church with Mrs. C. Ray, Mrs.
Mrs. W. B.
Kesler. Mrs. Glendel Reaves and Clyde Downs and
Mrs. George Morey.
Scruggs as co-hostesses.
RefreshMents were served by
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, chairman,
the - hostesses Mrs. Frances John- presided.and the program leader
son. Mrs_ Wady Berry,Mrs.-Gar---P.-ri-oran..-Arne de.
_ -Mrs---*L.
"on was
Divettrisr- and the p(osiaoi pre- sented by lifts. N. P. Hutson who
DR. RALPH WOODS IS
U D. C SPEAKER
gave a digest of recent magazine
Miss Jackie
articles of interest.
Dr. Ralph Woods was the guest
Ellis entertained with several acspeaker at the meeting of the J. cordion selections.
Above is the coveted W. P.
United
Chapter.
presented by the
N.
Williams
Refreshments were served to 15 Williams trophy,
of the
Daughters
Confederacy. members.
Paris Post-Intelligencer and the
which WAS held Wednescilay41:erMurray Ledger and Times to the
rge
Grove Highnoon at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. . E. Owen was hostess to winner of the annual
Hart. Dr Woods' subject was "A circle two at her home, with Mrs., Murray High football classic.
and he
Land sif Opoortur iry."
J. R. Gatlin as program leader.
Yates.
Ann
Saturday.
Following .a short business ses- o'clock
sion conducted by Mrs. C. L. president, presided.
Vaughn. the program opened with
After pledging allegiance to the
the singing of hymns. Assaikispiring Thanksgiving devotionR period was led by Miss Alice Waters
Mrs. O.' II Cortun was a guest
speaker, her subject "At Work
Together.- Mrs. J. B. Farris spoke
on the United Council of Church
Women.
A salad plate was served to 18
members and two visitors.

•

$29

$19

Were $45.00 to $55.00

Were $27.50 to $35.00

DRESSES

d/s•

Baked Turkey
Fruit Cocktail
Giblet Gravy
Oyster Dressing
BLittered Peas
cranberrS'Sauce
Baked Apples
Marshmallow Yams •
Pear and Cheese Salad
Hash Brown Potatoes
Relish . . . Stuffed Celery - Olives - Pickles .
Pumpkin Pie with Whipped Cream and Honey
or
Pie
meat
Mince
Milk
Tea
Coffee

$7

$9

S12

s15

Were $8.95 to $10.95

Were $14.95 to $16.95

Were $17.95 to $19.95

Were $22.50 to $27.50

$1.00
Were $2.50 to $3.95

HATS
$3.00
%i ere $5.93 to $7.95

WINTER SKIRTS
25 per cent Off

BAGS
20 per cent Off

s

NO EXCHANGES

ALL SALES FINAL

$1.75 per person

"The Fashion Shop for Women"

Mrs. Lloyd Allbritten, HtIstess

‘.
•

s-

•

•

NO APPROVAk±,

SkaAs Scott's

Hotel National Dining Room

•

$5.00
Were $S 95(0 SI I 9:I

t
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Tuesday, Nov. 26 at 9:09/ A. M.
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Three Floors Of Merchandise
/
14r11
Yes, we have three floors of quality merchandise,. all priced to sell at OPA ceiling
prices. This merchandise was bought several months ago while OPA was still in effect.
Make it a point to be on hand next Tuesday morning at 9:00 a. m. We have clothing for the entire family.
l•A

This beautiful store is completely new inside and is arranged for your shopping
convenience.

WEST SIDE SQUARE

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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TENTATIVE CAST
IS CHOSEN FOR
l'ANGEL STREET

IRONING I
NOT MAKE
WHY
THOR
new
the
EASY? Try
GLADIRONa available now at
Riley's Furniture and Appliance
le
CORSAGES. CUT FLOWERS and Co.
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flower Shop, South 15th St. Phone FOR SALE-Tweed suite, size 38:
479.
brown suit. size 40. Man's sport
1p
size 36. Phone 395-M.
coat.
in
FITS
NG
RUNNI
STOPS
SKI-HI
00
$1
d.
refunde
dogs or the price
-Warm Morning stove
if it cures. Nothing if it fails. At FOR SALE
with jacket; good condition. 500
N28p
your drug store.
lc
Vine. Phone 271.

I

Miscellaneous

Murray Route V

Season Here for
and Forage-Poisoning

•'

Tuesday morning and cold
2c per word, minimum charge
4
cloudy in Kentucky.
---35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
A warning to guard against
Quite a few have beela sick with
colds through these parts the past feeding • mouldy hay, silage, cornadvance for each insertion.
fodder, grains and other feeds has
week.
•••••.•••••••
/NW
.••••"by Dr. W. W. Dimock 11`
and Mrs. Dave Harmon and been issued
Mr.
'
S and
Experiment Station, as
POST WAR As soon as available WE REPAIR TYPEWRITER
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lee Cara- of 'the UK
son
is the season when animals
we will have a compice line of I ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A.
way and daughters Sunday after- this
ill from .forage-poisoning.
become
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance, Pool & Co. Phone 60.
noon.
stover, hays and silcorn
also complete line of Gas applianCorn,
Mr. -end Mrs. Zelna Farris and
to
PIANOS TUNED and REPAIRED ces to be used with Shellane Bot- INNERSPRING
MATTRESSES dinner guests age are especially dangerous
Sunday
were
Dot
For
by Buell Sone. with the Harry Ed- tled Gas Purdorn Hardware. North
Renovate mattresses, all sizes: reNix and horses and mules, he aaid.
Leaman
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
wards Piano Company, Paducah, 5th Street
built or made new. Call or write
pits and chickens, corn, garbage,
A tentative cast for Sock and family.
FOR SALE-Lumber, stove wood.
Ky, 808 S. Fifth St. Telephone
!Ancanned fruits and vegetthe experienced mattress man.
ion,
product
spoiled
Come
oak,
All
coming
s
Buskin'
slabs, sawdust
and Mrs. Chi's Falwell and
M
D19p
sources of the
4431.
Work guaranteed-A. M Bell, teland get it-Nance Bros. sawmill. gel Street", has been chosen, ac- son visited Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lin- ables are common
SINGER SEWING MACHINE rep- Sleeping rooms and
RENT
FOR
lp
1291-J. Paris. Tenn
poison.
shed. Phone Take New ConAard Highway, turn cording to Prof. J. W. Cohron, ville over the week-end.
resentative of Paducah will be in ephone
unfurni
nts.
apartme
UNWANTED ki A I R REMOVED Murray each, Thursday at the
1p
One of the symptoms of foragenorth on gravel road at New Hope faculty' director. Members of the
257. 106 S. Ninth St.
Mr. and Mrs. George Linville
Affected
from fare, arms, and legs by the FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO
N28p cast include: Robbie Riley, Paris,
ng is paralysis.
poisoni
for half mile.
church
and daughter were Thursday dinmodern method of Electrolysis FOR RENT-Apartment. upstairs,
Tenn.; James K. Petersen, Baltianimals have difficulty swallowY STORE. We are equipSUPPL
W.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
This
e and FOR SALE-Almost new kitchen more, Md : Don Davis. East Liver- ner guests
approved by physicians.
ing, This condition is most eviped to repair any make machine. ONCE A WEEK give your intes- unfurnished. private entranc
Salmon and sons. Little John reat
method is permanent a n d paindent in horses. Animals, especialpool, Ohio; Bobbye Berry. Hengiven; all work tinal tract a good drenching with furnace heat. Phone 481-J or cabinet. Price $25. Inquire
es
estimat
Free
rgrandpa
1p
le&s. Cyrene Williams, RN., Phone
Ray's Grocery at Five Points, or derson; Glen Pace. Salem; Robert turned home with his
ly pigs and chickens, are oftep unprev- Fentone. A fine laxative-mild, 58-W
S28 guaranteed. All calls made
at Shanklin, Elkton; June Nichols, ents to visit.
Ezell
Harold
I62-W
Mrs.
call
able to stand. In chickeni the disiously will be taken care of prom- effective. Contains Sodium PhosMr. and Mrs. Earl Stom and
1 p Paris, Tenn.
683-R4.
is called limber-neer. because
ease
135.
Cican
ptly. For service
phate, Sodium Sulfate. Iron
family spent Sunday with Mr. and the head hangs limp.
MEMORIALS
s of the cast have
member
drugs
d
Three
standar
stove
other
g
and
Mornin
trates,
-Warm
Ross,
SALE
Mrs. Jessie
FOR
Calloway County Monument CornTo prevent poisoning of stock,
previous college prolisted in the U. S. Pharmachpea.
mr., and Mrs. Ora King and chil- Dr. Dimock suggests that farmers
with jacket, kitchen cabinet, wool appeared in
pany, Vester A. Orr, sales manahound at
d
tan
appeare
and
--Black
Riley
FOUND
Robbie
sale
.
On
_
ductions
directed
as
and
Ottis
Use
Mr.
Caution:
dren spent Sunday with
rug. kitchen linoleum-Mrs.
ger. Phone W. West Main Street
make sure feeds are sound end of
EXPERT TUNING
St.. John Henry May
Y Portrait;" Bobbye Mrs. Almous Steele.
in Murray at Holland -Hart Drug 100 Spruce
tf
Patton. Phone 52-W, 305 North in the "Famil
quality and have been propExtended.
good
payit
and
for
previtwo
calling
JACKSON MUSIC COMPANY,
in
by
d
have
appeare
has
Jan 23c
lp Berry
Store.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons. erly cured and stored. Other adFourth Street.
lp
N28p
Miss"
h
ad.
"Junior
Paduca
this
in
for
Ave.
ing
418 Ky.
ous roles. Judy
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Williams and vice:
STREAMLINED WRECKF.R SERdark and Helen Pettigrew in "BerkeFOR SALE--Man's heavy
Adams
Mrs. Aubrey
Mr. and
NOTICE TO .FARMERS-The outNever feed spoiled canned
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Sock And Buskin
To Present Play
December 5, 6

For Rent

Notices

Lost and Found

Wurlitzer Pianos

a

For Sale

MONUMENTS

fa

GROCERIES

What Kentucky

40c
Cherries, No.2 can
48c
Peach Preserves, No. 2 can
______ Apple-Strawberry Jelly, No.-2 can .40c
--Peach Preserves, gallon
Del Monte Peaches, No. 2 1-2 can . . 32c
. 33c
Apricots, Santa Cruz Brand
15c
Mayfield Corn
21e
Pride of Illinois Corn
23c
Bush's Green Limas

k

th

I
Only 21 Days
-Farmes
I
i Before Lions Club
DERBY

Kirksey Veterans
Meet November 25

Wanted

MEATS

Beef Steak, pound
Pork Chops, pound
Country Sausage, pound
Pork Steak, pound
Pork Roast, pound
Humko and Jewel Shortening

Are Doing

cc
in
re

55c
55c
55c
53c
43c

wins mew

Lettuce, large
heads, each

s TURKS,"
14UNTED'
TWOSE PILGRIM MEN,
BECAUSE wE
NAJEREN'T
SELLING
TmEN!

Cranberries, lb. 49c

BEGINNING FRIDAY V."1-. GIVE
DAILY DELIVERY

Fresh Tomatoes,
23c
pound

RICKMAN'S GROCERY

Bananas, ripe,
pound

North Highway

15c

MIN

4

U RICE

18c

Celery, Jumbo,
18c
stalk

SHELL GAS, OIL, and ANTI-FREEZE
We handle FEEDS of all kinds

Thurs., Dec. 12
Murray High (;111

4.04k
%-.•

wram.S111\..

•

d
PICNIC HAMS, Cellophane Wrapped, poun

Protein
OUR SPECIAL "STANDARD" 20 Per Cent
LAYING MASH
$4.35 per 100 pounds
In Pretty Print Bags

BACON, SLICED, pound

75c

FRESH PORK HAM ROAST, pound
DRESSED HENS, oven ready , pound

52c

59c

•

D.

•

ROSS FEED COMPANY

•

1

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky

59c

PECANS, WALNUTS and CREAM NUTS, lb.

LOCK
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:1.0 O'C

LOOKI

LOOK!

Limited supply Salad Dressing, White Syrup and Soap Powder

Paying 75c lb. Cash for C. Hams and 45c dozen Cash for Eggs

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN

f

Boggess Produce Co.

Rudolph Thurman, Owner

Telephone 130
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•
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SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens
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Two Murrayans Active In Annual
Meet of Kentucky Farm Bureau
Farmers, fur the most part, are
optimistic about 'prices for most
farm commodities during 1947, but
are hesitant about predictions for
1948, if recent actions taken by
the six Commodity committees
and the legislative committee of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation can be taken as an indication, says an announcement Monday by the organization.
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Murrayans were represented on
two of the commodity committees.
W. H. Brooks is a member of the
Fruits and Vegetables Committee
and Rudy Hendon was named on
the Tobacco Committee.
Marketing Discussed
Some of the most important
points considered by the committees included the difficult situation confronting burley growers
on surplus production and ,unsatisfactory marketing conditions, the
wide variance- of prices on manufactured milk, effective support
prices on livestock, state funds to
match Federal funds on agricultural marketing and production
research, Government grading services, marketing
quality
eggs,
rural roads and communication
services.
Many county recommendations
covered these same points. Most
Important among others was a
recommendation
to change the
Federation's convention date so
that it would precede the annual

lub
Y.

Presbyterian Fund
Exceeds Half Mark

BRING IT TO

YMCA Unit Is
Kentucky Lake State Park on
Largest Man-Made Lake In World Formed at College

BIG MOLASSES YIELD

• A. B. Roberts of Graves county,
who grew Williams sorghum cane
for the first time this year, said
For the ft‘t time in the his- ,the sorghum was trebled in yield
tory of Murray State College, a over the old variety, it was lighter
Young Men's Christian Associa- in color,' had a sweeter taste and
tion has been organized, and plans was easier to make. Farm Agent
are being developed for its affilia- Glynn E. Williamson said Roberts
made 65 gallons of sorghum front
tion with the State YMCA.
Jack Jenkins, Newbern. Tenn., cane produced from two pounds of
was elected
president of the seed on approximately a fifth of
group at its first meeting. Other an acre.

•

Receipt of $14,185,000 toward the
meeting of the American Farm $27,000,000 Restoration Fund sought
Bureau and
regular Legislature by ,the Presbyterian Church in the
sessions.
U.S.A. for its post-war re-building
program was reported here today
Tobacco Committee Waits
With the exception of tobacco, by Dr. Harold A. Dalzell, execueach
commodity committee
on tive director of the Fund. "This is
dairy, livestock, field crops, poul- nearly a million dollars beyond
try and fruits and vegetables, and our expectations at this stage of
the legislative committee during the -program", Dr. Dalzell said,
the past few days held its final "and reveals the deep concern of
officers elected were: Raymond
pre-convention session, as a part our Presbyterian pastors and memIn addition, it too
provided
Blalock, Dukedom, Tenn., viceof the long process of drafting the bers for the strengthening of the grants-in-aid totalling $365,000 to
president;
Larry
Harris, West
Federation's annual program. The moral and religious forces in our 41 Presbyterian colleges ,and $441,Point, Ky., secretary; Glen Sims,
post-war
world."
tobacco committee voted to hold
060 to the Presbyterian Board of
Mayfield, Ky. treasurer. MemMost of the 8605 Presbyterian Pension:,
its final session during the Christbers of the program committee are
mas holidays after the market has churches are in the midst of their
Clarence
Walke r,
Trezevant,
been open for three weeks.
Restoration campaigns now, and
Tenn.; D. D. Woodruff, HopkinsThe
recommendations of each the next national report will be
ville; Donald Langellier, Quincy,
committee are to be submitted- to received from them on December
the resolutions committee, which 2, 1946. The Restoration program
1001MMIA
meets Nciv. 25 and. 26 in Louisville. extends until May, 1948.
This committee will consider re- •To date over five and a half
commendations from each county million dollars in cash has been
Dr. C. S. Lowry, head of the soBy RUSSELL DYCHE, Director Kentucky State Parks
Farm Bureau, as well as from paid in to the treasurer of the
cial science department at Murray
**Largest man-made lake in the world, with a shore line longer
each commodity committee. From Fund, and all of this- has been disState College, ?:poke to two par- than that of all the Great Lakes combined." That is what you might
these suggestions a program will bursed almost immediately beent-teacher units at Fulnin High hear from any of the thousands of men and women so enthusiastic
be drafted to be submitted to the cause of the urgency of the Resto"School last Week on the need of about the recreation possibilities of Kentucky Lake, that body of water
voting delegates representing each ration needs.
Western Kentucky behind the greatest of the several
a new constitution for Kentucky. impounded in
county at the annual meeting,
T. V. A. dams, at Gilbertsville.
Typical of the use of Restora"We need a new constitution
It might be added that it is also one of the most beautilatj. bodies of
which is set for January 8-10 in tion Funds sent to Europe 110 forfor our state only if the people water in the country; and possibly the prettiest stretch of it,a.n. cerLouisviI le.
mer barracks have been provided want efficient and responsible gov- thinly the most strategically located at the western terminus r of the
Women Meet
for use as temporary places of eresment." pr. Lowry said, tossing historic Eggners Ferry Bridge on U. S. 88, is Kentucky'Lake State
The Advisory Council of the worship for bombed out Protesshore approximately four and a
the ball of responsibility right in- Park. Its 1200 acres stretch along the
Associated Women has also met. tant churches; bicycles have been
half miles, on both slides of the bridge, and contain many sites that afto the laps of voters.
views.
possible
prettiest
the
During its 'session the council act- sent to
ford
hundreds of
ministers;
He also said that 31 states have
Boat docks, installed and operated under lease to private interests,
ed as a resolutions committee and haversacks have been given to
care for every variety of water craft from the smallest row boats to
than
ours.
Alolder
constitutions
adopted a four-point program to pastors for their use in carrying
Diesel powered excursion boats and the harbor provides anchorage for
be submitted to the Federation's Bibles, hymn-books, gowns and though our constitution is truly the largest yachts roaming inland waters. Swimming, fishing, duck
Associated Women at their annual communion sets in ministering to long with 263 sections and nine shooting, picnicing and the like have already become popuher there,
amendments, we do not need a though State Park developments have not yet gotten under vsay.
their people; and 1000 dormitory
short one unless political morality
Of the $450,000.00 appropriated by the 1946 legislature and apbeds have been provided for the
is better and general interest is. proved by the Governor, $189,667.00 has been allocated to thee developuse of students in German theoconsidered by officers of the State. silent of Kentucky Lake. First developments will be in the day-use area
logical seminaries.
just south of the bridge and will include bathing beach anal picnic
This lecture was one of;series
grounds, with bath house and necessary parking areas, shelters and
In the Far, East, a million and a
to create public interest in future concession; and as many vacation cabins as the available funda will perhalf dollars has been allocated for
voting.
mit. Group camps also have high priorities, and Kentucky inisestrnent
the repair of churches, schools and
bankers have formed a committee to co-operate with the State in fihospitals, for the rehabilitation of
nancing thrAugh the issuance of revenue bonds a modern bodge and
native Christian workers, through
ether needed \facilities.
Approxintately 300 acres at the north end of the land donated to
food wad clothing grants..and for
the State by tbe Tennessee Valley Authority will be developed into a
the dispatching of missionaries
negro park, to • known RS Cherokee State Park. Between the two
trerr dr-explorsrary
areas will bt-arr equate buffer [drip, so there will be no possible contations to the Philippine Islands,
fusion or interfer nce and each race can enjoy to'the fullest the comThe Annual State-wide Meeting plete State Park
Korea, Japan. Siam. and China.
cilities provided for them.
In cooperation with other mem- of the Kentucky Purebred Livebers'of the Foreign Missions Coun- stock Association will be held at
cil, the Presbyterian Board of the Soelbach Hotel in Louisville organization and that
-large at- ed in the promotion of more and
LEON CRIDER
Monday, November 25. anForeign Missions through Restora- on
tendance to this annu
meeting-Netter
livestock
on
Kentucky
nounced Clifton Bodes, president
is expectea. 2.;veryone interest- farms is urged to attend.
of the oreanization.
Nimor
meeting, which is to be held JanMoore
Wiil Speak
uary 8 in Louisville.
The meatus' will start at 10:00
Each county Farm Bureau is entitled to one voting delegate to the a.m, with a welcome address by
Dr. H. L. Donovan, president of
Women's sessioo
However. Mrs.
W. C. McLeod, president, Madison- the University of Kentucky. Folville, says as many as will conite, lowing this will be a business sesSouth 9th and Sycamore,
sion and election of officers and
'ire urged to attend.
directors for the coming year.
Lunch will be served and Levi P.
Moore, publicity director
and
member of the Indiana State Fair
Board will be the principal speaker. Mr. Moore is also Secretary of
You probably know hundreds of Bill Browns. He's the
the Chester White Swine Record
man next door. The man who runs the corner drug store.
Association and President of the
National
Association
of Swine
He's your grocer. Your milkman. He's the man who works
Records.

CONSTITUTION IS
OUTMODED, LOWRY

Prof. A.--.F. Yancey, dean of
men at Murray, is giving his assistance to the organization, and,
as he expressed it, the purpose of
the YMCA at Murray is not only
to help members of the group, but
also to promote and aid in the
solving of any problem for the
betterment of the college.

0

Our Pies...
CAN BE
ENJOYED BY THE
WHOLE FAMILY

• THEY ARE DELICIOUS
• THEy-ARE TASTY
• THEY ARE MADE HERE IN
OUR OWN KITCHEN

Regular Checking and
Tuning Will —
Keep Your
Car Running
Longer

tion funds participated in purchasing nine surplus army field
hospitals, seven 1000 bed, one 500
bed, and one 50 bed hospitsals.
In
this country
Restoration
Fund appropriations made possible 283 grantis-in-aid for church
programs among new industrial
communities and among minority
and rural groups. It made possible continued work among servicemen abroahk and in this country
through", the
Presbyterian
Camps and Church Activities Commission.

TAKE ONE HOME

State Livestock
Group Will Meet

BLUE BIRD CAFE
ALBERT CRIDER

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Ray Buckingham

;Y111

a

4

New

Frigidaire

Refrigerator!

Electric Range!

New

Johnson Appliance Co.
403 Maple

52c

59c

in the mill. Or the factory. He's a Capitalist!
That's right. Bill Brown — and most of his friends —
know that capitalism is the best means for the wide release of quality products, high wages, fair play, the'development of know-how!

•

Bill Brown is a Capitalist because he has invested in a
home, has provided for the security of his family by buying life insurance, has put his savings in war bonds and
the securities of private corporations. And he expects a
return on all of his investments.
The N. C.& St. L. believes in capitalism, too. It's the
system under which the N. C.& St. L. has grown, has
been able to improve constantly its service to the public,
and has been able to provide increased employment to
men and women in the communities it serves.

10
0
1004

Now on Display at

75c

Fifty in State
J. 0 Matlick, secretary of the
Livestock Association, states that
there are now more than fifty
County Purebred Livestock Associations affiliated with the state

Phone 56

THE

• •

NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA

IL

ST. LOUIS

RAILWAY

• pe

011111*
59c

vder

EggS

See the Favorite

SEE FRIGIDAIRE

'E

OViC SIV1N MILLION BUILT AND SOLD

ese are among the first of the new models manuftured by Frigidaire. They4e full of the features
that have made Frigidaire the favorite in millions
of American homes. And they're on display here
and now. Come in and see them! Orders will be
filled as quickly as the supply permits.

on all except
major overhauls

(1

Billington-Jones*
Motor Co.

C

'130

One•Day
Service

Johnson Appliance Co.
403 MAPLE

Incarporated

East Main Street
DR AFAR ADV MS

PHONE 56

7,47,744"
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nt.
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r,
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for all age groups.
Mo. are visiting
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10:55 A.M. Morning Worship Ser- Miss
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Hardin Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Turner this
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Phone
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vices with a sermon by the
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
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Superi
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day; church services, 11:00 a.m.
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
A. G. Childers, Pastor
Counselor.
Third Sunday—Brooks Chapel,
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South Pleasant Grove
4IIIININEONBIRiALF*4Pkfts,
church services 11:00 a.m.
KIRKSET CIRCUIT
Sunday School at ,10:00 alit R.
Fourth Sunday _ Temple Hill,
YOUR NEIGHBOR_WORRIED
H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
Second Sunday, 10.00 a in. SunL. Cooper. superintendent.
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day
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fourth Sundays.
a.m.: Cole's Camp Ground 3 p in; second and
Masons Chapel
Somet.rnes it s clAcult to keen op your savings
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
Sunday School at 10.30 a.m, exSunday School at 10:00 a.m., first
for that new hOWS. Or car — and still Meet
There is Church School at each
fourth Sunday, 1:30 p.m.
cept
Sundays, and at
of these churches at 10 sin. every third and fourth
.unexpected expenses out of who,s left of
Preaching services each second
.
Brooks
Sunday
Sunday. Your attendance is ap- 200 p in second
Sunday at 11 a.m.
your pay Check for regular living expenses. A
Underwood. superintendent.
preciated_
Preaching services each fourth
• mock cosh loon from us will help you pay
Worship Service at 11:00 am., Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
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fourth Sunday, and at 3.00 p.m.
HARDIN CIRCUIT
4".
:reserve.
second Sunday
Henry Smith. Pastor
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
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attract'

rum.

oilman

cittraca

St. Loves Cantons Mare!
North Twelfth Street

Almo News

SHUCKS FOR SALE
30c Per Bale

ALL YOU WANT
FREE COBBS

PARKER SEED COMPANY

- • 111-11-RRORS

OP

NOW IN STOCK

size 36x48
size 36x42
One

Two
Two

antem**,LAAN,CORPORATION
lir•OR 1•0 PI tiPLES RANK
Ma Main '.tree' : ligurTay
PH ON L 11119
M. C. ELLIS. Mgr.
NI

•

SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
First Sunday: Palestine, 11:00
Baron Riclierson, Pastor
p.m.
7
,
Hardin
a.m.;
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.;
Preaching every Sunday morn- ,
Union Ridge, 3:00 p.m.
and on SunThird Sunday. at Hardin 11:00 ing at 11:00 o'clock
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
4
am; Palestine, 3 pm.
Robert Owen is superintendent
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10.00
Sunevery
Of Sunday School held
sin, and Unicn Ridge. 11:15 a.m.
day at 1000 o'clock.
Everyone is invited.
B T U. every sunaay night at
1 8.30. Clifton McNeely director, and
preaching following B.T.U.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
night at 7:00 o'clock:
day at
..
W.M S. meets on .Thurs
1.30 p.m. after the first and third
Sunday each month.

Announcing ...
A Change of Location of

MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
11. a in.;

First Sundayl--Lioshen
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
Second Sunday__ Martins Chapel
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 pm.
Th.ird'Sunday—Lynn Grove 11 cm.
Goshen 3 pm.
s
Fourth Sunday—Sulpher Spring
9:45 am: New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
Martins Chapel 3 p.m. `
Fifth Sunday _ Sulpher Springs
11 a.m.

-

H. E. JENKINS
AL
PLUMBING, HEATING and SHEET MET
nds
We wish to announce to our customers and frieour
be in
that on THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2 I we will
CABLE
by
pied
occu
New Location, the building formerly
MOTOR,COMPANY.

MOST MOTHERS DO THIS

IfBaby
HasACold

MORE MIRRORS
IT IS TOO LATE TO ORDER ANY
FOR CHRISTMAS

ORDER VENETIAN BLINDS
FOR CHRISTMAS NOW!
Four weeks delivery on all orders

WE STILL HAVE SOME PAINT

51555 FIR 1111111S
famtps
Omit.chest. bock attde child
R.to reheat coughs.
.
win VapoRub
1et br,og.ng action musculso Wrilfitss
starts alum*... and t,ghtness.

IT 11111111 rsb

eSt-known home remedy
you can use to relieve
distress of children's colds is
comforting Vicks VapoRub.
, Even while you rub it on,
VapoRub starts to work to
ease distress ...and it keeps
on working during the night.
No wonder most mothers
always do
this when a
coldstrikes. V VAPORI)18

B

ICKS

size 28x42
Two
size 30x42
One
size 30x46

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
"Modern, Reliable, Experienced"
SOLON SHACKELFORD, Owner
107 North Fifth Street

Telephone 323

Everybody's Happy About Our —

New BUS SERVICE on

HIGHWAY

80

ABLE TO
BY MAKING THIS MOVE WE WILL BE
SERVE YOU MORE QUICKLY AND
MORE ADEQUATELY
thus
We deeply appreciate the patronage you have
far extended and request that it be continued.
OLD LOCATION . . . South Side
SquareY1
NEW LOCATION... 203 South Fifth

Direct non-transfer—Route

GLASGOW* HAZARD
Convenient Schedules, Each Way, Each Day

Hazard

H. E. JENKINS
Plumbing & Heating
• Winkler Stokers
• Hot ioint Appliances
MBING and,HEATING CONTRACTOR
,
Lennox and Delco Oil Burning Furnaces
•

H. E. JENKINS, Owner

.
CO
S
BU
EN
YD
-H
RD
ZA
HA
*
S
NE
LI
Y,
WA
T
SHOR
schedules and connecting but service.
these
See qur ticket agents for information concerning

PHONE 498-J

/N•

•

4104..

a

•
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DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
.
4

Dr.1 M. Converse
Graduate
Veterinarian

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

— OFFICE —
East Main St., Phone 560-3
— RESIDENCE —
203 N. 16th St., Phone 560-R

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

BOONE'S

Telephone 64
We Deliver

SOUTH SIDE SQUAREI
SAN ITO NE

Save 10 to 20%
On Cash and Carry on both
both Laundry and Cleaning

Afefr
PLUMBING

•

SUPERIOR

SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & ARM
ARDWAE

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897

WE DELIVER

Murray, Ky.

.1

THIS DIRECTORY is published for your information
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
appear on this page.

I

Ex-Service Men's
News

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

THE NEW WAY
TO CLEAN
HOUSE

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Regsalr large injuries
• Grade I Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

- South Side
Square
•
Call 383

HALE SERVICE
STATION
East Highway

New Concord News

5INCE

PHONE 7--MURRAY, KY

EUcolmipE,ETUifi

.
f

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
at
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

HOME CLEANING"
SYSTEM

ari,:Glass
Installed!

Winter or Summer

ICE CREAM

WINDOW REGULATORS
WINDOW and DOOR CHANNELS
INSIDE DOOR HANDLES
and LOCKS

is the BEST DESSERT
•
Take Home a
Package of
Delicious

MAKE A DATE TO FIX ALL
YOUR WINDOW GLASS
BEFORE COLD
WEATHER

DEL-ROSE

TRAVEL TO DETROIT •

Ice Cream

BY

BROOKS BUS LINE
ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
Make Reservations Early At

ELECTRIC SERVICE
COMPANY

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

The REST is Always CHEAPEST
505 MAIN ST.
PHONE 349

Murray, Ky.

Ardath Canon

Phone 456

•
Del-Rose Ice Cream
Company

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Q. Are persons who assist in
the presentation of pension or
compensation claims to Veterans
Administration
per
to

EUREKA, FARNSWORTH, '
NORGE, MOTOROLA
.m.4.•=4.4•4.0•4.4=44m...••44mo..E1•••=00•41=41.•.,..114. .14..m......,

.,.

—......— — -- -..--.......

cant (
COME IN AND LET ME.
Murray Auto Parts
TEST YOUR

W. F. Miller

Telephone

MAKE IT YOUR CUSTOM TO VISIT OUR STORE
WHEN IN TOWN
EAST MAIN STREET

MURRAY, KY.
...1•44”4•••••••411•44=1.,=4.
mmm...4imt.r.

a.

FRAZEE MELUGIN & HOLTON
' INSURANCE AGENTS
FIRE

Casualty

5. L. Ear
16

Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Termini% ('orp.

•.Experienced Drivers

An watches repaired herd
'are

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

11.111.:

ROY HURT

TAXI
SERVICE

_MURRAY
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262

tested on the

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning

insp. us Immediately

NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

Furches Jewelry
Store

PARKER

•

Driifl

— SEE —

0•Safe Cars

The Ledger & Times

•

Good Bargains in the City
and in the Country

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

ATTENTION

Expert inspection gives you
reliable information about your
termite problem.' Call TERM/NIX. world's largest termite
control orgahization, for a free
inspection of your property. No
obligation — even if termites are
found

As Advertised he'II* Pair

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

1

Valley Land Agency
Phone 395-W

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

W. B. DAVIS

RAY MUNDAY

WATCH, FREE!

ow*.

Telephone 331
Murray,

Prescriptions'A
Specialty

Munday Equipment &
Auto Parts

REAL ESTATE

1•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All

DRAPER & DARWIN STORES

Automobile

•

1

ccL\RCIIILE,

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

IL

I

surance policy holders in Ohio,
Michigan and Kentucky. Reason:
The insurance files include 9,600
Smiths; 6,500 Browns, of which
240 are John; and 3.000 Johnsons.
Even a dozen Kilroys are listed.
Material covering all phases of
the national economy as related to
the veteran's welfare is available
in
the Veterans Administration
historical library at Washington
or through extensive inter-library
loan facilities.

charge for their services?
Wisehart and son, Bernice, Mr. all up to Concord. May the lights
A. It is unlawful for any per- and Mrs. Ed Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. soon come on down without any
son whether he be an attorney or Otis Lovins and Wilma and Gene,
more opposition.
agent admitted to practice before
and Mrs. Oury and Mr. arid
The Concord Redbirds are still
the Veterans Administration or 141is. Guy Lovins. (They don't
not, to 'charge or collect any fee call us visitors. We're in and out gaining in strength. They won
for services in respect to a claim. daily).
THEY WILL APPRECIATE
over Dover and Kirksey and have
However, the law provides that
YOUR PATRONAGE
We are very sorry to hear that a Qonkey Ball Game scheduled
the Administratoro of Veterans Afour dear friend and neighbor, Mrs. this week, besides games with
fairs may by regulation authorize
Myrtis Perry is at a hospital suf- Lynn Grove and Hardin.
payment of fees in an allowed
fering from pneumonia.
We do
The sixth grade boys think we
agent who has filed a valid power
hope she is better soon.
should be called camels tho, be1214 West Main
case to an admitted attorney or
Phone 375
I never did read an account of cause we have to do without
allowed.
the
marriage of Tip Miller and water so much at school. The
VA'S HOME-TOWN
Q. Does the
name
"United
Miss Bettye Outland 'of Murray, well diggers seem to think there's
MEDICAL PROGRAM
By Claude S. Sprowls
States Government Life (convertcoal
The extent of medical services ed) Insurance" include National but it was no secret. Walter Mill- more prospects for slate or
Department Service Officer
er of Mairray Auto Parts has been than water.
American Legion of Kentucky „which may be rendered to veter- Service Life Insurance?
stocking the shelves of the New
I still keep hearing from all
ans under VA's home-town mediLexington, Kentucky
A. No. "United States Govern- Concord Garage with auto parts sides tho, that something should
cal care program, was clarified
be done about the Concord cemethis week by Dr. Paul R. Haw- ment Life Insurance" is insurance recently.
VA FACTS AND FIGURES
ley, Medical Director of Veterans issued to World War I veterans
We are glad Tommy Hamlin re- tery, or plain old grave yard as
or to persons who applied for
National Service Life Insurance Administration.
ceived no greater injuries that it deserves to be called until it's
same while in active service bepremium payments by Ohio-Michnow it appears, tho we regret his made tu look like a cemetery
Under existing legislation, vet- fore
October 8, 1940. "National
should.
igan-Kentucky veterans are re- erans may be furnished
out- Service .Lite Insurance" is insur- car was so badly wrecked when it
ceived by the VA's Branch Office, patient medical or dental treatoverturned on our road which is
There's no use on earth having
518 West Main Street
ance
provided
for World War II still under
Columbus, at an average of $150,- ment in VA clinics, in privdte ofconstruction. Tommy elaborate funerals with hundreds
000 daily. The Columbus office is fices or physicians or dentists or veterans. Each is sometimes re- was on his way to his wedding of dollars of expense then hiding
•
NSLI headquarters for World War in their own homes only for dis- ferred to as "Government Insur- supper at his parents, too.
one's grave away in the briars
ance" and each is administered by
Phone 307-W
II veterans in the three states.
Many people were sorely disap- and bruomsedge. Better buy fewabilities recognized by VA as in- Veterans
Administration
under
er flowers and hire a caretaker
Special Services Divisions of the curred or aggravated in line of
authority granted by Acts of Con- pointed when the electricity had
VA's Branch 6 Office, Columbus, duty in active service. In addito come to an abrupt stop at New to keep a grave green.
gress.
during the period of June through tion, only prescriptions for serHope last week since the wires are
—Chatterbox
Q.
Will a veteran be able to
August, arranged for 166 USO vice-connected disabilities may be
get
a
guaranteed
‘
loan
indefiniteshows at the nine VA hospitals in filled at government expense by
Ohio, Michigan
and Kentucky. local
pharmacies
under
VA's
A. No.
Application must be
The shows played before 26,400 home-town prescription service.
made within ten years from the
patients and employees.
The medical facilities of .7A reofficial end of the war.
Less than 1 per cent of World gional and sub-regional offices,
War II veterans who have enter- clinics, and hospitals, under law
ed education or on-the-job train- must be utilized to the fullest exing under the G.I. Bill, have ex- tent for examination and out-pahausted their period of entitle- tient treatment of veterans. The
Tonight as I write it's cold and
ment, it was reported by Veterans best interests of both the veteran
and the Government will be con- rainy outside, but to add to the
Administration officials.
'dismal, sad atmosphere, Mr. Roy
Over 70 per cent of the veter- sidered when deciding whether a
Lassiter just stopped in passing to
ans. drawing disability pensions or veteran residing in an area where
falteringly say the saddest words
compensation checks from Veter- there is a VA ifeld station, will be
almost imaginable ,that his mothans Administration during October referred to a VA clinic or to a
er had died at four o'clock.
civilian
physician.
Final
decision
were World War II cases. The reMrs. Berry Lassiter had been ill
mainder were from previous wars rests with chief medical officers
some time at the home of her
of VA regonal offices.
and peacetime service.
,
5ERVICt
1886
daughter, Mrs. Bryant Jones, in
A total of 23 chaplains are on
Veterans may be admitted to Stewart county and though she
duty in the nine Veterans Ad- private hospitals for
<0
RONALD
W.
CHURCHILL,
OWNER
in-patient had • been a
strong, energetic
ministration
hospitals in Ohio, treatment
of
service-connected woman, her death was not unex...Michigan and
Kentuck.y. They disabilities by civiliaa -physicians -pesete- •
---- admin
the spiritual,- needs under-contract-an VA only if their
"My -Mother"
of
more than
7,500
veteran- condition is such as to constitute She must have been discouraged
patients. Of the 23, 13 are Pro- an emergency which cannot be
many
times
throughout
the
t.„ testant and 10 are Catholic.
met by a VA hospital because of
years,
:'Write Right" is advice from VA the lack of beds or because the
She must have, sometimes, down
insurance officials at the Colum- patients condition prohibits travel.
the
way, known suffocating
bus 40.) Branch Office to over
Prior authorizatian for hospitalfears,
1,200.000 National Service Life In- ization and treatment in a .private
She must have suffered heartaches,
hospital must be obtained by let- Must haveknown severest pain,
ter, telephone or, telegraph.
If, She must have bowed 'neath burowing to the extreme emergency
dens, arid scarce could rise,
of the case, prior authorization is
again,
not obtained, the physician or adThere must have been some tempmitting hospital should notify VA
ests,
within 72 hours.
Storms must have swept her soul,
There must have been such darkVFW- IN EDUCATION
ness
REACH RECORD HIGH
World War H veterans enrolled That gloom obscured her goal,
It dusts, sw•ops, brushes, con.
in educational institutions in Ohio. Yes, sometimes on her journey,
trols moths, paints, and waxal
Michigan
and
Kentucky under She knew these all, and more,
th• kitcassin floor I
provisions of Public Law 346 G.I. But all of these were hidden
elasANIMa
w
Bill) and Public Law 16 (Voca- By the smile my mother wore.
It's the new,easy,quick and simple
way to keep your whole house
tional Rehabilitation Act for disshining from slur to cellar. A comNot very much has happened in
abled veterans) totalled 147,434 as
plete Home Cleaning System, all
of November I, according to the our little commtanity lately.
wrapped up in one package. It's
A household shower was given
Veterans Administration Columwonderful It's two kinds of cleanbus (Oa Branch Office for the at the home of Mr. and Mn. Wilers and * complete set of de luxe
son Farley for their daughter, Mrs.
three states.
cleaning tools to do 101 p.he upstairs, downstairs. all through the
The total incuuded 63.128 in Bobby Burke. Many attended and
house!
Ohio, 64.455 in Michigan and 19,- gave several useful gifts.
Mr and
Mrs. Rainey
WAXES TO01
Lovins
851 in Kentucky. Enrollments in
the three-state area during Octo- were hosts Sunday to a family
Yea, it's a full-aim, power -driven
•
ber totalled 66,855. The number gathering of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
waxer, too. to put • proieesional
Vanilla
shin'e on hardwood and linoleum
of World War II veterans enrolled
Chocolate
floors See it today and find out
• •
in educational institutions and in
Orange
for yourself what
on-the-job
training programs in
wonderful new Available
Pineapple
the three states under both Public
freedom it means
Immediately
Strawberry
Laws 346 and 16 totalled 210,553 as
for you!
Black Walnut of November I, compared with
132,580 on October 1.
Banana

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

EfLtc4
.

/Waste

what levrrong when you
bring your watch In. It
proves to you that it's right.
when you take It out.

• Prompt Service
• Courteous Treatment
AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE
The Old Reliable

138
. -TAX I

-

Dodge -- Plymouth
Owners
LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•
Don't Forget Your ANTI-FREEZE
•

TAYLOR 'MOTOR COMPANY
DODGE and PLYMOUTli
SALES and SERVICE
"Let's Lime Every Acre of Crop Land in
Calloway County"

1.4rearr.
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committee composed
Marvin Thursday afternoon at the club referred to a
NEW CONCORD HOMEMAKERS .0phelia 'Guthrie, Mrs.
The MISS HOOD FETED AT
to make the world better and of Princeton at 1:00 p.m
of departmental chairmen.
Fuqua,
Noble
Mrs.
Smith,
house.
FARRIS
MRS.
WITH
MEET
brighter to him or her who, in Rev. 0. M. Shultz was the olliciat- PRE-NUPTIAL PARTIES
Zenobia Watson, Mrs. Allie Mee,
During the social hour refreshMiss Ella Wething, president,
the hour of sorrow, and affliction, ing minister, using the single ring
The New Concord Homemakers Mrs. Mary Hendrick, Miss Lou
Continuing the series of
were served by the Garden
ments
brought matters of interest to the
ceremony.
sees nothing but darkness.
honoring Miss Martha Belle Hood, lub met in the home of Mrs. Smith, Miss Norma Doores.
Club of which Mrs. John Ryan is
were
rites
the
nuptial
Attending
Organized In 1894
Visitors were Mrs. Lowell Smith attention of the club. Contributions chairman.
-feted bride-elect of Ensign William Aubry Farris for the November
Mrs. Thomas W. McConThe Supreme Shrine Is an in- Mr. and
Saterherun. was the dessert meeting. Six members answered and Mrs. Hill Adams and daugh- were made to the Student Loan
Hicks
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor corporated body. Organized in nelL
fund and the Penny Art fund. Mrs.
call. Welcome guests ter, Bettie Sue.
bridge and miscellaneous shower the roll
VETERANS
- Cocas County. Ills October 21, 1894, The bride was attractive in a which was given Thursday evening were Mrs. J. D. Hendricks, Mrs. The next meeting will be De- G. B. Scott presented plans for the
Telephone 247Approved free training under
known as Bethlehem Shrine Ng. 1. brown wool suit with green and by Mrs. L. It. Putnam at her home. Wade Roberts and Mrs. Charlie cember 11. Bible study, 7th Chap- Christmas sale of tuberculosis
the G. I. Bill of Rights
it hat developed and organized beige accessories and wore a cor- Four tables were placed in the Liv- Bucy. The club was glad to ac- ter John. to be conducted by Mrs. seals which is annually sponsored
MARIE SHRINE NO. 12
Bucy
all
that
Mrs.
and
Roberts
suggestion
Mrs.
A
information on request
the
cept
club.
by
Complete
several thousand Shrines over the mge of Gardenias.
decorated
were
Pigg.
Allie
which
room
ing
TO MEET IN PADUCAH
• ••
e bride is the daughter of the with fall flowers. Places of the is new members.
departments of the club have a
Urated States.
TOLER'S BUSINESS COLLEGE
on
interesting lesson
J. R. Phillips and Mrs. guests were marked with miniaA very
joint meeting during December inMarie Shrine received its char- late
Paris, Tennessee
Marie Shrine No, 12. Order of
PLEASANT GROVE SOCIETY
Phillipa of , Almo. For the past ture corsages, and tallies were in wall treatment was given by the
stead of the regular- meetings was
MEET
DAY
ALL
the White Shrine of Jerusalem, ter last May at the annual session
HOLDS
gosa
a
been
Mary
Miss
leader,
has
major project
several years she
the bridal motif.
will meet at Masonic Hall. Padu- of the Supreme Shrine which met
ernment employee in ,Princeton
The Pleasant Grove Missionary
The prize for high score was Montgomery assisted by Mrs. Porcah, at 7:30 p.m. November 23, in in Grand Rapids. Mich. The 53rd
and Outwood, Kr. as stenograph- awarded Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr. The
Society had an all day meeting at
regular stated meeting with in- annual session will meet in Long
nsin
Elk
wsere made for the Decem- the hcime of Mrs. John Edd Waler.
honoree 'was the recipient of a terPla
specsion by the Deputy Supreme Beach. Cali.. next May 5, 6 and 7.
ber meeting and the club decided drop November 9. A delicious pot
The groom, son of Mrs. Ida lovely shower of gifts.
The meeting of Marie Shrine on
Worthy High Priestess. Claudia
Breasford, South Jefferson street.
The hostess served a dainty„des- to riseet with Mrs. Chas. Stubble- luck dinner orbs served at the
Finegan. St Louis, Mo. A class of November 23 presided over by
field for an all day meeting. There noon hour. Li the afternoon, the
is with the clerical dePrinceton,
Worthy
Rawleigh.
Lucile
Miss
dursert plate.
26 candidates will be initialed
will be a Christmas tree and ex- society was called together by the
partrnent of the I. C. Rail-wad at
and
Paducah
cf
High
Priestess.
ing the ceremonial.
Robertson. Watchman of the Princeton South Yards.
Frank
again honoree on change of gifts in the usual way. president Mrs. A. J. Marshall, and
was
Hood
Miss
Marae
for
named
Marie Shrine,
The social part of the meeting was prayer was led by Mrs. Waldrop.
The happy- couple left
Shepherds. of Mayfield. will be a
Monday evening when Mrs. E. S.
J Knight. Suareine Worthy High beautiful prelude to the Christthas afternoon oi. I. C. train 101
spent in singing. Miss Rowland,
Roll call was answered by 21
DiugBarbara
Miss
Jr..
pluguid.
Priestess of Colonial'Drive, Mt. season to those privileged to par- Memphis. Tenn. and New Orleans,
home agent, led the group in some members and one visitor who behosSlecierwere
I.
H.
Mrs.
and
uid
Vernon. Pennsylvania. was or- ticipate in the carol singing and La, for their wedding trip, after
new songs.
came a new member. The theme
tgmeeat a dinner party at the home
• • •
ganized in Paducah by OW Fields. witness the ceremonial.
which they will be at home at 412
of the lesson was "Sharing Christ
former.
the
a
AusMary
Mrs.
Williams.
C.
J.
Hopkinsville street. Princeton.
Personal Evangelism,"
Through
Vtors Expected
bridal
the
in
were
Decorations
GUILD
and
WESLEYAN
SERVICE
•
•
•
Rawleigh.
tin and Miss Lucile
with Mrs. Clarence Smith as leadfrom
are
expected
Visitors
cenwas
table
bride's
The
motif.
MEETS WITH MRS. BAKER
instituted in March by Supreme Shrines at Owensboro. Louisville,
by Miss
er.
Devotional was
tered with a crystal bowl filled
MRS. W. R. TIDWELL IS
Watchman of Shepherds, Emil B.
Acts
using
Copeland,
Marion
Evansville. Ind.. Harrisburg. CarGuild
met
Service
The
Wesleyan
with white carnations. chrysantheHONORED WITH SHOWER
Beatty of Beattyville.
3:1-16. Other talks were by Miss
bondale and Eldorado. Ill., Hanniflanking which Monday evening in the home of
ivy.
and
mums
Membership Restricted
bal and St. Louis, Mo. and IndianMrs. W. R Tidwell was honor- were tall white taper's in crystal Mrs. Charles Mason Baker. Mrs. Bessie Collie, Mrs. Jess Wallis and
Smith. Closing
The Order's membership is re- apolis. Ind.
ed with a stork shower on Octo- candlesticks. The honoree"s place Joe Paschall and Mrs. Sherrill Out- Mrs. Clarence
prayer was given by Mrs. Nix
stricted to membets of the Order
served ber 14 at the home of Mrs. 0. V.
Refreshments will be
as
co-hostesses.
land
served
garof
a corsage
of the Eastern Star and Maser after the meeting, and each mem- Tidwell. with Mrs. James Gray as was marked with
The business session was con- Crawford. The next meeting will
denias and tuberoses. Small tables
Masons in good and regular stand- ber is asked to contribute 'a few hostess.
by the president. Mrs. Cecil he at the home of Mrs. Clarence
ducted
throughout the room held single
ing. Marie Shrine is composed of sandwiches of apy kind.
Farris. Mrs. Charles Mason Baker Smith December -7 at 1:30 o'clock.
The living and dining rooms
and
bowls,
crystal
low
in
gartenias
• • •
welcome.
members in Paducah. Mayfield,.
was elected president for the en- Visitors are always
were beautifully decorated with
• • •
place cards were decorated with
Sharpe. Benton. Calvert City. Murand
who
other
pink rose buds.
officers
suing
year,
bridal symbols.
ray, Fulton. Hickman. Salem. TYLER-MORRIS VOWS SAID
After the many useful gifts
will serve with he< are Mrs. John WOMAN'S CLUB HOLDS
A three course dinner was servSmithland. Clinton: Adamsville. SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 16 •
Murray,
were opened. refreshments were
T.
Levan, vice-president; Mrs. Rich- BUSINESS MEETING
Phone 170
ed to eighteen friends of the
Tenn. and Detroit. Mich.
served to the folleiwing:
ard Winebarger, recording secreMary
Ilise
Tyler.
Kathleen
held
Club
Woman's
Murray
The
honoree.
The ritual of the Order of the
Mrs. Roscoe McNabb. Mrs. Oma
tary: Mrs. Harry Douglas, corres- the November business meeting
• • •
Hazel. became the bride Of Doyce
White Shrine of Jerusalem is
ponding secretary; Mrs. Maurice
'son of Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham. Mrs. Cornelia Elli- HAZEL W.S. OF C.S. MEETS
Morris,
Halton
founded upon the Birth of Christ
Ryan, treasurer.
0. B. Morris. Hazel. Saturday ev- son, Mrs. ha Gingles, Mrs. Etna NOVEMBER 13 AT CRURCH
to
intended
are
teachings
the
and
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, program
16. at 4:30 Swift. Mrs. Margaret Waldrop,
ening.
November
impress upon the mind His humThe Woman's Society of Chris- leader for the evening, led the deMrs. Dorothy Collie. Mrs. Clara
o'clock.
ble but glorious Birth. Its mission
Service of the Hazel Metho- votional period, and introduced
quality.
The double ring ceremony was Cunningham. Mrs. Jessie Tidwell. tian
is to do acts of cheer and kindness
met at the church WedProfessional service and merchandise of unquestionable
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, guest
quietly solemnized at the home of Mrs. Osro Butterworth. Mrs. Hom- dist Church
2:00
at
13,
November
nesday.
family
speaker. "My Tapestry" was the
,I the Rev. J. H. Thurman. Murray. er Farmer. Mrs. H. B. Fulton Mrs.
Helpful personal attendance upon the needs of every
with Mrs. Claude Anderson
subject of Mrs. Butterworth's inTheir only attendants were Mr. Luther Greenfield. Mrs. Mow-gan o'clock
serve.
we
leader.
and Mrs. Charles Morris, brother Cunningham. Mrs. Collie' Hubbs. as
spirational message.
The subject was "At Work Tohome provide
Mrs. Clifton Paschall Mrs. Ralph
and sister-in-law of the groom.
Following the program, refreshThe superior facilities of our modern funeral
A. G. Childers congether".
Bill
Mrs.
Ottis
Patton.
Mrs,
Rey.
her
wedfor
The
bride
chose
to
and
members
ments
were
served
ORIGINALS
VALUED
YOUR
every possible comfort.
the devotional. A topic on
ding frock soft gold woolen with McMillen. Mrs. Harding Galloway, ducted
by the following guests: Mrs. ButterQuickly! AccarcSebs4 Al Low Co
us.
Mrs. Tandy Johnson. Mrs. Ralph "Migrant Workers" was given
tram,
and
black
nail
accessohead
Mrs.
Tom
Rowlett.
worth
and
Our price-range meets the needs of all who call upon
.1.41T. S.
UW LY PhotofOOTA=
,
f *ow of-uo
• • •
Riley. Mrs Galen Myers. Mrs. Rob Mrs. Claude White; Mrs.
pink
was
Her
of
ries.
corsage
Ifon, --Taylor
DIRECTORS
N. 1•••fd•
C4.1114
el•••116
Marine, Mrs. R. L. Ellison. Mrs. 0. Herron and Mrs. Robert
Ole'
ING .i.to I.
Our membership in the ASSOCIATED FUNERAL
cernations.
mini sod f*.-kirvi
concerning "Christian MT. HEBRON W.S.C.S.
e
topics
occur in the
had
may
death
Tidwell
Wa
R.
Mrs.
wherever
Tidwell,
V.
'serve
V7eo*o.4 Mogan,.
Mrs Morris was attired- in' a •
:1.
SERVICE qualifies us to
•
opi••5laffitiong writ**.
,
•Literature".
.
I MEETS WEDNESDAY
Mrs, James Gray.
you.
to
saving
a
blue wool jeesey drese, witailsback and
be
will
Which
_
.
_
country.
o•••of.
The • reports vrernagiven by vael
,
iiiiie-Illos—cozsago--- The Mt, Hebron- W,S44.-met at
,
as office-re and the -Tata
7-76a•
k
pin
carnations.
..00n.
mull.. at
MISS LINVILLE AND BUFORD 'derived from the rummage ,sale the church Wednesday aft.510,
Mrs Morris is a graduate of BARTON ARE WED IN
el
.a
which' was held in October was November 13, at 1:30 Mrs
Lyne Grove High School in the
devotion after
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEIV
The total proceeds' Doores led the
announced.
a
'class of 1945.
reports were
was $74 90. Mrs. Herron. as chair. which the following
I Mr. Morris recently received his
Miss Dot Linville. daughter of
Mrs.
man of the nominating commit- given! The Three Visitors,
cascharrge from the US. Army Air Mr. and Mrs. George Linville of
Suntee, presented the names of the Noble Fuqua: Comment on
MEMBER OF
Corp.
near Hazel, and Buford Barton.
Study.
ofifcers for the coming year and day. Miss Lou Smith: Bible
. At present they will be at home son of V. CT Barton of Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs.
by
Galatians
of
Chapter
5th
elected.
unanimously
all were
with the groom's parents.
were married Saturday afternoon,
Mrs. A. L. Platt offered the clos- Brooks Doores,
Fifth and Elm
• • •
November 16. in the home of Bro.
call
answering roll
Members
were nine
There
ing prayer.
Murray, Ky
Tenn.
in
Nashville,
L
B.
Douttutt
Mrs.
were
quotations
Bible
l
PHILLIPS-BRE aSFORD
members and two visitors, Mrs. with
•
Bro. Douthitt read the double
Grace Nes- Newel Dopres. Mrs. Will Doores.
Mrs.
and
Windsor
L.
which ring ceremony. The couple were
ceremony
SERVING NATION-WIDE
The quiet
Claud
bitt, president of the Pleasant Mrs. Brooks Doores, Mrs.
united in marriage Miss Laura attended by Mr. and Mrs Stanley
Mrs.
Smith,
H
E.
Mrs
Smith.
present.
unit.
Grove
Evelyn Phillips and Mr William Pillow of Paris. Than
Breasford. was solemnized
The bride was attired in a blue
Black
203 SOUTH SIXTH
Sunday. November 17. in the audi- gabardine
nailhead
dress with
t. r:•.:n af the First Baptist ,Church trim and black accessories and
Phone 387
wore an orchid corsage pinned to
her shoulder. Mrs. Pillow was
dressed in a brown suit with
brown accessories and wore a corsage of gardenias.
from
Mrs. Barton graduated
Hazel High School in the class of
'42 and is now employed by the
Murray and Paris Livestock Yards.
The aroom attended Grove With
School and is; now employed by
Moody's Electric Service in Paris.
He, is a veteran of World War II
having served in the Navy as
Electrician Male. After a short honeymoon in East
Tennessee, the couple will be
home at the James Monroe Apartments in Paris. Tenn.
• a• ••
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SEE US TODAY

WE HAVE FOR SALE

1929 A-Model Tudor
1938 Plymouth Tudor
1941 Willys Jeep
1942 Ford Jeep •

$295.00
$450.00
$750.00
$800.00

WE WILL PAY CASH for any model or
make used car, truck or tractor

BILLINGTON-JONES MOTOR
COMPANY

the
cr
ly
war
stor
hay
can

Ky.

Providing Every Known Benefit...

PHOTOCOPY

Mrs.

T

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The Friendly Funeral Home"

• Kodak Finishing
• Advertising
Photography
• Portraits

Phone 98

Ambulance
Service

DONELL STUDIO

STREET

'LETS YOU TURN OUT BREAD
474a momeed nol*e/
le

MRS RAYBURN IS
BRIDGE HOSTESS

Quick acting .. . easy to use —keeps for weeks
on your pantry shelf
IF YOU BAKE AT }TOME—you can
make all the delicious bread you want to
. . ana NM* you want to with wonderful
kleiochrriann's Fast Rising' Dry Yeast. No
more being caught short-soh no yeast in the
house.... no spoiled batch becaiese yeast'.
weakened ... Fleischmann's Fast Rising
kes pa fresh on 'ourpantry shelf for weekis.
Keep a supply.handy. At your grocer's.

PIE SUPPER

Mrs. Waylon Rayburn was hostest at' bridge on Saturday and
'.'landay afternoons at her home
Guests 'on
Saturday included
members of her bridge clublind
three- additional tables. Club prizes
for high and second high scores
wore awarded Mrs. George E. Overbey and Miss-L,ssla Clayton Beale.
and guest high to Mrs. Pogue Outland.
On Mi;riday afternoon prizes w• ent
to Mrs E. B Hovston and alrs. Vert-ion Stubblefield, Jr.. for high and
_second Isiah- scares. and to Mrs.
P. W. Ordway. for low.
-The hostess served a delightful
party plate.

'LW":
MAR,‘

ALM° HIGH SCHOOL t

••••••

og

SATURDA_Y NIGHT, NOVEMBER 23
7:30 O'clock
it

KAISER and FRAZER

'rs
"
'

asatES

PRODUCTION LINES at. WILLOW RUN1

owe'

ate
lig and scie why_the 'SABER SPECIAL and the Plana

CAPTTOT. At•WII CC=2,

set
Ameria's most talked-about motor cars. These smart automobiles

The Music You
Love to Hear
Have your favorite musical selections on tap.
Complete albums of the
records you want are
available here.

FOR BENEFIT OF REBUILDING
TEMPLE HILL MASONIC
LODGE

e is a joy to experience...4
a new style trend for th9 industry...their performanc
could ever give you.'
'their ride brings you motoring pleasure no prc-war car

G. C. Ashcraft, Dealer

JOHNSON
Appliance Company
Phone 56
1

THE PUBLIC IS, INVITED

- •
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Murray, Kentucky
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Red Cross Gets
Farm Income 58 Cents Per Hour in,1943
2,000 Nurses For
By Mrs. Sara Smotherman
There was a family reunion last
Polio Outbreaks
Sunday week at the home of Mr.
S. Pleasant Grove

and Mrs. Jim Wrather's in honor
of Mr. Wrather's 75th birthday.

•

.
p

PURDOM'S

We have so many criticals now we hesitate to list them .
JUST COME IN AND CALL FOR
WHAT YOU WANT
We hope that all our customers will make
the most of our telephone, our delivery truck, our
credit system, our habit of waiting on folks promptly if they are in a hurry, or slower'n mud if they
want to browse around.
Bring in your .bundles from all
the
stores and pick out your spot to park 'em.

other

Here in Murray apd Calloway County we
have to make our own fun, pay our own
bills,
candy our own kids, and bone our own dogs.

Bring your pups, kids, wives and
grandfolks to

IT'S A FRIENDLY STORE
Let us see the twinkle in your eyes.
We'll do our darndest to twinkle right
back.
This is the store that wants to serve you
with the MOST of the BEST, for the
LEAST.
COME IN
PURDOM'S IS A GOOD PLACE
TO TRADE
Watch our Christmas Opening
TOYS and GIFTS GALORE
•

Purdom Hardware Co.
DEALERS

Westinghouse Appliances

Shcllane

Gas

Warm Morning Stoves
1,1111.4.e
. PHONE 675

2250

S2543

Ted Thorn was in Paris, Tenn.,
Saturday morniag.
Aunt Sallie 'Smith of Hardin is
very ill again at this writing.
Everette Bucy is on the sick
lisl.

MURRAY, KY.

Mrs. C. R. Paschall last week
visited her daughter, Mrs. Hoyt
Craig and family of Mason Chapel
vicinity and her .sister, the writer,
at Hazel.
Mrs. Grace Nesbit is president
of the
reorganized
Society of
Christian Service,
The November meeting was with Mrs. Alsie
Cooper.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Cunningham of Mayfield were ,Sunday
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lilburn Cunningham.
Riley Gunter, accompanied by
his daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Moore, all of Paducah, were
week-end visitors of his daughter, Mrs. Theo. Shriner and Mr.
Shriner, and sister, Mrs. Tom Erwin and Mrs. Erwin.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jackson of
Murray were Sunday guests of
their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Taylor.
Mrs. Dorothy Provine and Mr
Provine of Murray were guests
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roby M
Pherson.
The above visitors a tended the Sunday morning church
services at Pleasant Grove.
Part of the scripture reading by
Bro. A. G. Childers was "Seek ye
the Lord while he may be found:
Call ye upon Him while he is
near-. Bro. Childers stressed the
opportunities of the churches being awake to soul winning for
Jesus.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin and
Riley Gunter went to Memphis
Monday to visit their sister, Mrs.
Crank Bradly and family. Mrs.
Bradly was the former Lorena
Gunter of Gunter's Flat. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Taylor, Mrs.
Ellis Paschall, Mrs. M. C. Shriner
and Mrs. Hoyt Crain attefided the
district church meeting at Paris
Monday.
Mrs. Cami 'Taylor, who fell
Monday arilrbroke—ter -trip, -tots
taken to the Clinic where diagnosis showed the hip was crushed
Mrs. Taylor was the former Dor.,
James and daughter of the late
Burl James and was reared ir.
Pleasant Grove vicinity. She eabout 85 years of age. Roby and
Ocus McPherson of Oats vicinity
are nephews.
Mr. and Mrs. Justus Ellis of
Thompkinsville
were
Sunday
visitors with
Mr. Ellis' sistel-s,
Mrs. Demus Boyd and Mrs. Ermine Hayes, and their families: '

Kentucky Belle a9d little granddaughter, Mary Ann Thorn, were
at Puryear and Hazel Saturday.
Mrs. Louis Washburn, who has
American farm operators in a re- 58 cents per hour of work, combeen confined to her bed, is able
cent year received an average net pared with slightly less than $1.14
Income of $2250, as compared with per hour paid in the same year to
to be up some now.
the $2543 in wages earned by work- the man working in a steel mill.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Outland killed
ers in steel mills, according to figThe net income of about 5,400,000
a fine hog last Monday.
ures released by the American Iron farm operators was made possible
Mrs. Bessie Williams of the
and Steel Institute and the United, by an Investment in land, buildings,
Mason Hospital is at the bedside
States Department of Agriculture.
machinery and equipment in excess
of her mothea who is very ill.
During the base year of 1943, of $36,000.000,000. of which more
Little Mary Ann Thorn attended
workers in steel mills worked an than 3 billion dollars represents an
average of approximately 2240 Investment In labor-saving machiaSunday School with her uncle,
while farm workers averaged ery and equipment.
tours,
Nollie Smith. Sunday morning.
more than 3900 hours during the
Farm requirements for machinery
She said she likes Sunday School
same pei bad
and tractors are mounting and wUl
and wants to go back.
The farmers' income in 1943 fig- approximate 736 million dollars in
Ole Maid, when are you moving
ores out to an average of about 1946. according to estimates.
to Murray? • The Winter months
are almost here.
Indeed sorry to learn of the
ly Conference Wednesday night,
death of Mrs. Leona Outland who
January 22.
died Sunday. November 17.
Cayce Circuit, Tuesday, January
Mrs. Elizabeth Washam, who
14, at Cayce.
fell a few days ago ,is much imManlyville Circuit, Friday, Janproved.
Rev. ktobert A. Clark. district uary 17,
at Elkhorn.
Mrs. Tommy Morgan fell a few superintendent
of the Paris disdays ago and injured her hip. trict, announces
Martin Circuit, Saturday, Januthe first round of
She was removed to the Clinic for preaching
and, quarterly confer- ary 18. at Central Union.
treatment. We hope she soon re- ence dates for
Cottage Grove Circuit; Sunday,
the new confercovers.
January 19, at Olive Branch.
ence year 1948-47:
Warrick Wilson has been pretty
Fulton Circuit, Wednesday, JanMurray Station. preaching 11 a.
sick for the past week but is some
'
m. Sunday. November 24; Quar- uary 22. at Bethlehem.
better at this writing.
Conference
Wednesday
North Big Sandy Circuit, Friday,
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Stalls gave a terly
January 24, at Mt. Vincent.
.
birthday dinner for the former night, February 5.
Bradford Circuit, Sunday, JanMartin Station, preaching- SunSunday. November 17.
Dan Washburn, who is in the day night, November 24: Quarter- uary 28. at Bradford.
Sharon and Mt. Vernon, Sunday,
Mason hospital, is reported im- ly Conference Wednesday night,
February 2..4 Sharon.
proved and be hopes to be able January 29._
-ereenttritt mint
--Sunda
to be reinoved to his home won. 'Paris ?Mt
Sorry to hear of the death of Sunday night, December 1; Quar- night, February 2. at Greenf
Kirksey
ircult,
Wedn
Miss Eva McDaniel who passed terly Conference Wednesday night,
February 5, at Kirksey.
away at the Mason Hospital Fri- January 15.
Gleason Station, Sunday, FebHardin Circuit, Saturday. Deday morning.
ruary 9.
Mr. Ethan Irvan. is improving cember 7, at Palestine.
Dresden Station. Sunday night.
Almo Circuit, Sunday, Decemeanwly at the hospital. '
February 9.
I know Mrs. Zelna Rumfelt is ber 8, at Temple Hill.
The District Missionary Institute
Murray Circuit. Saturday, Dehappy to be back home after bewill be held at Dresden Wednesing a patient in the hospital for cember 14. at New Hope.
Clemson Circuit, Sunday, De- day, February 19.
quite some time.
We wish for
"Let all pastors on rural charges
cember 15, at Olivet.
her a complete recovery.
Hazel Circuit, Sunday night, De- try to get their members to use
With best wishes to- all,
the envelope system and pay their
cember 15, at Hazel.
Kentucky Belle
South Fulton
Circuit, Friday. obligations monthly," Mr. Clark
sail in conclusion.
December 20, at Walnut Grove.
Want Ads cove: ana
Dresden Circuit, Sunday, Demultitude of needs.
cember 22, at Mt. Hermon.
A
THANKSGIVING PROGRAM
Paris Second
Church Circuit, PLANNED AT MT. CARMEL
V Sunday night, December 22, at
Second Church.
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, pastor
Ralston Circuit. Sunday, Decem- of the Kirksey Circuit has anThe Emmett Neves% Co.
I
ber 29, at Pisgah.
nounced that there will be a
D
Arne, • Dowser:1,4 ok,01,0•1 L. orb
Puryear and Buchanan, Sunday Thanksgiving program at Mt. Car164•nad•cror• — Es1•91,•O•d 1910 0
y
590 to 'rook 5, — lou•s•,$1*
night. December 28, at Puryear.
mel Methodist Church Thursday
Water Valley and Palestine. Fri- night, November 28, at 7:00, and a
day, January 3, at Water Valley. Thanksgiving supper will be servParis Circuit, Sunday, January ed in the basement after the pro5. at Henry.
gram.
Big Sandy Circuit. Sunday night,
The public is invited to come
January 5, at Big Sandy.
and bring a plate, and enjoy the
Fulton Station, tireaching 11 a. evening together in Thanksgiving
m. Sunday. January 12, Quarter. to the Lord.

FARM WORKERS 1943

STEEL WORKERS 1943

Rev. Clark Lists
Preaching Dates

PURDOM'S

EXCLUSIVE

PAGE

PM

drank down;

All travelled down the road of
a
his throat.
He drank up his crops before they
,
He drank up his chicks, while still
matured,
i
He Could Let It Alone"
in the shell,
I A_ noted drinker of the country Drank a yoke of oxen, by appetite While hews of high heaven he
lured,
,
drank up as welL
Pawn;
Six cows, four horses, one pig,
He said he could drink or let it
itt listen a moment to what4he
and a goat
alone;
Part of the statement was true,
we must own!
For he drank up his farm, he
'trifled with God;
Now all that he owns is six feet
of sod.

is

LEGS, ARMS!"1

AUCTION
SALE

Despite continued postwar nurse
shortage, 2,000 nurses had been recruited by Red Cross chapters by
October 1 for service in the nation's 1946 poliomyelitis outbreaks.
With every part of the nation affected, more than two-thirds of
the states required Red Cross as-

sistance beyond their own nursing 'resources in order to provide
adequate care.
When the war was at its height
in 1944 and the number of nurses
recruited by Red Cross for war
work
was reaching
7,000, Red
Cross chapters were still able to
recruit
1,000 nurses
for polio
needs. The epidemic this year is
now reported by the U. S. Public
Health Serivce to be on the decline after reaching 17.204 cases.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

VISIT THE

ECONOMY HARDWARE'AND
SUPPLY STORE
REGULARLY
We have the largest, most modern store,
filled with good merchandise
RESERVED PARKING SPACE FOR
OUR CUSTOMERS
General Mills Electric Irons
Ironmasters
Steam-O-Matic Irons
Gas Hot Water Heaters
Coolerator Refrigerators
Meal Sifters
Step-on Garbage Cans
Children's Cap Pistols
Inside Door Locks
Wood Auger Bits
Clothes Baskets
31
/
4 Gallon Sprays
Fishing Lures, Duck Decoys
truck ratFfs
TIRES — 6:50-16, 6-ply
BALE TIES

TRICYCLES

For Economy's sake, trade at Economy

ECONOMY HARDWARE AND
SUPPLY STORE
0. CHERRY

cuscover a

H. McCUISTON

IS THE
TIME
DON'T WAIT
for that
Cracked Motor
Block
Before you think
of

NOTICE!
Due to rain our

ANTI-FREEZE

USED LUMBER ,
SALE

AT MRS. RUPERT ORR' HOME

Act Now!

Was postponed

TWO MILES WEST OF CROSSLAND

November 29

LAST SATURDAY

.NO_W IS THE TIME FOR THAT WINTER

and will be held

LUBRICATION JOB TOO

NOVEMBER 23
at 2:00 P. M.

If raining sale will be held following day

Approximately 11,000
feet of

at

FARMING IMPLEMENTS, including Wagons, Mowing
Machines, Tractor Trailer and Car Trailer, Plows,
Harrows, Shearing Clippers,and other tools

SEASONED PINE and
OAK
will be offered at

WE WILL GLADLY GIVE YOUR CAR THE
SERVICE IT NEEDS

— OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
24-hour Wrecker Service

Public Auction

A NUMBER OF OTHER ITEMS TOO
NUMEROUS TO MENTION

on the above date

SALE BEGINS AT 10:00 A. M.

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

STANDARD PRODUCTS

MUNDAY'S
SERVICE STATION
Red Willoughby

Rudy Barnett

lir
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for fear he might take Mr. Gruel
day a week."
Nancy Jones: the black hoard, Max sible for the coming of the Train- school one
ham's position as director of Ole
wouldn't
—Anne Reeves.
Jimmy Richardson: "I
Bartlett, Eugene Colburn; dusting, ing School.
• • •
stated that he would send
sschool,
but
school
in
Sue Thompson, Hilda Trevathan.
anything
want to do
This column is published weekly and Ella Jean Irvin; cloakroom,
Miss Mary Virginia Williams,
Mrs. B. L. Swann
Rev. and
the students to the "little store"
basketball."
play
of this pa- Isaac Tinsley and Melvin Henley; freshman at the Training School.
shopped in Murray Monday of last through the cooperation
One boy who says he would ra- every other hour for refreshment..
program.
per. Questions should be mailed ventilation..144s Outland. Charles appeared on the radio
—Journalism Class.
week.
not have his name mentioned,
ther
RepreEmployment
Saturday.
Veterans
to the
Dodd; towels.lbily Moody and Little Red Schoolhouse,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollon Byars left
EmployStates
sentative, United
Junior Billington; flowers. George November 9.
Saturday for their home in Dement Service,. Mayfield, Ky.
Ed Waldrop. Pat Redden, Randa
She sang "To Each His Own,'"
troit after a two weeks visit with
Q In figuring furlough time Broach, Shirley Guerin; bulletin over station WSIX at 10 a.m.
relatives.
for the purpose of estimating un-' board. Barber Gibbs, Larry Parks,
Mary Virginia auditioned Friday,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Richardson
used leave pay, is a 60-day conva- and Rex Gallowar; news, Evelyn November 1, at the station in NashMr. Hamlin seems to have stepped on a graphoof Cincinnati, 0., are visiting rellascent leave counted against Sc- i Jones, Helen Shulk, and Fred Gard- ville.
atives for a few days.
needle, using much free space to criticize
phone
crued time? Is a 14-day delay en ner.
—Jean Thompson.
a member of the sextet.
is
She
Mrs. Cami Taylor is suffering
Senator Barkley, which will receive little sympa• • •
route between stations counted as
—Wanda Lee Farmer.
from an injured hip after falling
from the people of Kentucky, because of his
thy
furlough time?
the
• • •
Betty Jo Dowdy, historian for
in her room Sunday afternoon.
position and long service for the people of our
Paducah District Chapter of the
A. Sick, convalescent, and
Paint brushes. phint cans, and a
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Brandon and
or
of
America,
authorized
Homemakers
leaves
Future
nation.
habilitation
well!
work
Brandon
bunch of junior boys
Mr. and Mrs. James
officer and also secretary of the Murray The stage crew worked hard on
visited in the home of Mr and recommended by a medical
I am no candidate, having served for 12 years
are not counted accrued furlough Trainhas PHA.• Chaptere-pttended, rfitelarTay, November 7, to get the
Mrs. Jack Newport Sunday.
terms) without asking anyone to vote for me
4
(
passes,
held
meeting
liberty, the Executive Council
flats painted for the "Fighting LitMr. and Mrs. Tollon Byars, Mr. time. Neither are
because it was a sacrifice of time for me to serve.
and Mrs Ben Byars visited Mr, or periods of temporary duty in the club rooms of the McCrack- ties."
all fur- (en County court house at Paducah
count
must
You
counted.
Flat:
We made some progress in road building, which
near
of
Wilson
Noah
and Mrs.
The boys who worked were Isaac
been
route
delays
all
2.
and
November
loughs
Saturday.
Ben
has not improved since we went, under present
ton and a brother of Mrs.
Bill Guerin,
Dowdy, Bill
tween stations.
Byars. Monday of last week.
The purpose of the meeting was Charles Lamb, Ralph Morris, and
conditions. I cannot advertise my wares, but think
Q. I would like some informs- to complete plans for the district
Doyee Morris. son of Mr. and
it necessary to support a home paper.
—Ben Hopkins.
Don Dyer.
Mrs. Odie Morris. arid Kathleen tion on the unemployment corn- meeting which will be heid at SeSchool?
the
How'd You Run
This man has become infected with an unusual
Tyler. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. pensation provisions of the G.I. dalia in December.
ideas
own
his
has
student
Every
Elmus Tyler were united in mar- Bill. What are the requirements?
malady fatal to a Democrat; the germ he has pickThe meeting was called by June
nage at the home of the Rev. J. Who may apply for the genefit? Allen, district president.
about how his school should be
ed un is incurable, changing into a full fledged
asked stuH. Thurman. Murray, Saturday , Must the veteran have had a job
Republican of the lower ranks.
—Wanda Lee Farmer. run. When reporters
afternoon. The couple will make before he entered the service' Is
dents how they would run it, here
• • •
It is entirely different when a Republican is contheir home in the home of the it possible to obtain the weekly
the answers:
Betty Yancy and Marion Cope- are
havepayment while waiting to enter
would
groom's parents.
'T
to the Democratic faith, which hrought to
McDougal:
verted
Jean
land discussed "Roman ArchitecOra Morris and son, Laverne, school in the fall?
longer lunch period and would
nower at a crucial time. Woodrow Wilson and
ture" at the Latin Club Wednesday. s
and daughter, Christine, visited
like to leave off general math."
A. To be eligible for unemploy- November 6.
Franklin D. Roosevelt which brought hope and reMn Morris' brother, Odie Morris. ment compensation under the G.L
Eugene Boggess: "I would have
lief from hunger and suffering to many old peoa
was
program
the
Preceding
Sunday.
escalators and new water fountains
Bill, a veteran must be able and
ple, and made it possible for many people to own
Sheltie atimer visited Mrs. Ola willing to work and registered for business meeting in which plans in the building."
to
homes and restored the fertility of the soil of our
were made for every member
Morris Saturday afternoon.
Agnes Gorsuch: "I would go to
a job with the I'. S. Employment
from a foreign counpen-pal
a
have
lands.
Mrs. Jess Latimere visited Mrs. Service.
having
no suitable
school two days a week,
Then. if
Johnie Valentine Friday afternooe, work can be found for him, he is try. They plan to read the letters every other hour off for recreaNow people have become incHfferent., brought
also
They
class.
in
receive
they
of last week.
tion."
entitled to weekly unemployment
by a smear of propaganda of the Republican
on
takof
posssibilities
the
discussed
Mrs. J H Thurman remains in compensation of $20 a week. Any
Isaac Dowdy: "I would have
without any program to better conorvanization
the
visit
to
We are hoping Mrs. veteran is ho served for 90 days ing a trip to Nashville
the hospital
ditions.
Thurman will soon be able to re- or more or was sooner separated Parthenon and other historical "BLESSING ON THE DAY
turn her home.
because of disability incurred in places of interest.
If this man is so bothered about Kentucky poll-,
!FOUND RIU-AID"—HER
Mr and Mrs. Autumn Newport service and who was discharged
A committee composed of Bobby
and Jack May, he might help by joining his
tics
C PAINS END!
were in Paris Saturday.
under conditions other than dis- Wade, Ola Mae Hutchens, John RHEUMATI
Republicans of the mountains. As for me I am for
_Blue Bird
honorable may apply. It is not Shrlton. and Jacqueline SharborOne'lady recently took RHU-AID
home rule, resenting outside help in running elecnecessary for the veteran to have ough was chosen to work out the three days and said afterward that
tions where we have no vote.
been employed before entering year book for the club.
MRS. WILCOX JOINS
she never would have believed
Analyzing the editorial of the Murray Demoservice. You cannot collect the
HUSBAND IN ALASKA
Members who were present are such a "wonder medicine" existed.
benefit for loafing until time to Ola Mae Hutchens. Betty Bowden. She says she couldn't raise her left
crat (self styled) — A pretended leader of the
Wilcox left start school in the fall.
Mrs. Richard H
Democrats of Calloway as their representative
Sue Cohoon. Nelle Travis, Henry arm more than a few inches. RheuNovember 10 to join her husband.
Q. How much time does a vet- Etta Hendon, Barbara Wrye, Roz- matic pains afflicted the muscles
goes out on a limb to criticize Democrats from the
Lt. Richard H. Wilcox, in Alaska. teran have to put in on a farm as ella Elkins, Agnes Gorsuch, Mary of her shoulder and arm. She could
President down to the precinct voter, which would
She went ha train from St Louis, a trainee so he can get the sub- M. Lewis. Betty Yancy. Marion hardly move the fingers on her left
if followed disfranchise a voter from a Democratic
Mo. to Seattle. Wash, then took a sistence allowance in addition to Copeland, Jo Ann Smith, Ruth Oa- hancL.,,..Nnw this lady's _rheumatia.,
primary. -ai.rarri
.
.
.
fee—abo..accasainaier of Vie, the vompas-- the taeatier eeassilleitim
- panivereneune since she got RHU
riSrell5fPfatlila"Bhettntra a-aa
Democratic mule For a rteThis man swapped—a Democr
trip. Lt. Wilcox is in the Army
—Betty Jean Bowden. AID and she says she can use her
A. Farm trainees must devote
• • •
Air Corps and has been stationed their full time to the job to qualipublican elephant; applied his own sours, but has
left arm as well as her right, in
in Alaska for several months.
,speed in 25 years. His
made only one spurt of'
"Self Confidence" yeas the sub- fact, she says she simply blessei
fy for subsistence allowance. Full
Mrs Wilcox is, the former Mable time is considered 2.000 boon a ject of Dr. Rainey T
Wells in the day she got this medicine and
spurs will soon wear out and the old elephant will
Knight of Hazel and both, she and year or SO weeks or 40 hours each. chapel Friday. November 8. His
she feels like an altogether differgive up again.
her husband graduated from Mur- Farm trainees also are required to views on "Self Confidence" were
ent woman.
Well, winter is approaching, with coal miners
ray Training School Friends who attend classes in agriculture, 3 heartily accepted by the Training
RHU-AID is the new liquid forbetter make all necessary preparations.
striking;
would like to write the Wilcox' hours a week for 30 hears each
School students.
mula containing three valuable
quite a lot of clothing and shoes
receiving
may send their mall to Lt. Richare
We
year.
Ralph Boyd. student council pres- medical ingredients. These Three
ard H Wilcox. 0-838953. APO 732,
that you can make out with. Come in to see what
Q. Is it true that Navy Nurse ident, took charge of the chapel Great Medicines, all blended into
c-o Post Master, Seattle. Wash.
we have to offer.
Corps is currently accepting new program. Verona Smith. fresh- one, go right to the very cause of
appligations for membership in the man, read the devotional. Following rheumatic .and neuritic aches and
United States Navy Military and regular corps'
pains. Miserable people soon feel
this Mr. Goodjion led in prayer.
personnel
purchased a
civilian
A. Yes. Candidates ntest be 22
At the close of the chapel pro- differeet all over. So don't go on
total of $1698.000.000 worth of sav- to 30 years of age and graduates of
gram. Mr Graham reminded the suffering. Get RHIJ-AID. Jones
ings bonds between September 1, an accredited nursing wheel. Restudents that Dr Wells was respon- Drug Co.
1941 .and August 1, 1945
for
detailed information
quests
should be addressed to the Superintendent of the Nurse Corps BuMedicine trid Surgery,
reau of
Navy Department, Maahington 25.
V
D. C.

--ted Swann Parks, as leader of the
Coyote Patrol, we elected Harold
'Stone.
We were very glad to have Mr.
field executive, MurThe Lynn Grove Boy Scouts Guy Lovins,
ray, as our visitor Tuesday night.
purthe
or
12
November
met
We are looking forward to a very
pose of electing officers. Officers successful scouting year and we
have already had a good start
are as follows:
James Earl White. senior patrol ' with Hugh Frank Miller as our
Scout Master.
leaden Rob Brown, treasurer; and
Gene Summers. scribe
also
We
scribe.
Summers,
Gene
Wolf
the
patrols,
divided into two
onS—Tbey
Use our classified
Patrol and the Coyote Patrol. As
leader of the Wolf Patrol we elec- get the business.

Lynn Grove Boy
Scout News

Mason Lake News

Veterans' Corner

Murray Democrat and Chas. Hamlin...

Nrbin,

Telephone central offices are humming like beehives
handling more calls than ever. And because of this, the
operator may not always be able to answer all calls
promptly.
The

peak

morning and

rush

is

during the

usually

early evening

mid-

hours,. When you can
.

conveniently ovoid making calls during these rush
periods, you are less likely to experience a delay.
Everything is being done to expand central office facilities to handle calls more quickly, but it
is a big job that will take time to complete. In
the meantime, your cooperation is appreciated.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
isiCORPOitet ID

COMPANY

.-•11•.••••••6"

•

T. 0. TURNER

•

ADMINISTRATORS
SALE

AT 10:00 A. M.
at the home place of TREMON L. COHOON, three and
one-half miles East of Murray on Pottertown road ...
OFFER FOR SALE AND SELL TO THE HIGHEST
BIDDER THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY:

ABOUT 50 BARRELS OF CORN
SEVERAL THOUSAND POUNDS OF HAY
ONE TEAM

I.

The American Way

ONE WAGON
CATTLE
HOGS
FARMING IMPLEMENTS

Don't Wait Until 21
One of the first things lots of
young folks do when they reach
21 is to buy an insurance policy.
Which is good, of course But
some of these young folk at 21
find they are not insurable . . .
cannot get life insurance. That's
not so good.
Occidental has a policy for
children under 12 which mikes
sure they'll have enough insurance later. Best of all, at age 21
in face value lumps to 5 times as
oat Sei got-feast os
much
prtivisww• ... a 11.000 policy becomes 15,000! Have you a boy
or girl under 12?

OF ALL KINDS

KITCHEN FURNITURE
AUTOMOBILE
AND

And many other items too numerous to mention here

We are going to pull off
another crazy stunt (in the
language of one of our competitors)

Ending
DECEMBER

1
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"WHERE FRIENDS MEET"

Lochridge & Ridgway
MAYFIELD KENTUCKY
/
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Lochridge & Ridgway

Occidental Life

-1Asurenc• C•mpeny of coliforole
\....

0

ANNOUNCEMENT

OPA ceiling prices off. Our prices go down until present stock is all sold. Concensus
of opinion is, that all commodity prices will go up. Ours will go down until present
stock is exhausted, then we will follow ,the market up or down. We feel the public is
entitled to this modus-operandi. Come in and let us prove it. Remember your purchase FREECif we fail to thank you, business or no b'usiness, -Where Friends Meet.The largest stock ever offered. It's your opportunity and our delightful priir'ilege to
serve you as you deserve to be served. 60 years has taught Lochridge and Ridgway
that to serve you best we must serve you most.'See the.best, boy the best. That is your
American privilege and duty. OPA buried in public 4:3-pinion grave with Blue Buzzard (NRA). (May they rest in peace).

MRS I), F. MeCONNELL
Assistant
Phone 8I6-J

,

WO

for
loc

•

Beginning
NOVEMBER 25

M. D. HOLTON

George Hart, Administrator
Tremon L. Cohoon, Deceased

LIV

.
I

Watch paper and show
windows for full information. It will cost you nothing to learn about it.

(Consisting of a horse and mule)

HOUSEHOLD

VZIlirZZAZ77ZZLTZFA

Tuesday, Nov. 26, 1946

1
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Training School I
News
The first grade is interested in
toys and pets. On their toy shelf
they have a jack-in-the-box, a
truck, three dolls, a football, and a
They hope this will
teddy bear
lead to building a toy shop for
Christmas.
The fourth grade reports that
they are working hard and having
good lessons.
On October 5. the fifth grade
class went 40 visit Miss Twiss's
modern dancing class
Dr Carr came Wednesday at 9.
October 6. and told the Wass about
his trip around the world
The fifth grade class has appointed new room committees The library committee is Jean Cerro! and
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The volume of liquid fuel shipped overseas in the lain year by 2
the Navy and the Merchant Marine was nearly 16 times that of
Overseas forces required
food
nearly twice as many tons of oil
as of all other supplies combined
1
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